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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, July 30, 1971

Senior Citizens To
FHA
From
Members
and
Advisors
Seen&Heard
Make Bus Trip To
Murray & Calloway Attend Meet Nashville, Tenn.
Around
Murray

Vol. LXXXXII No. 178

Astronauts Line up For
Tonight's Lunar Landing

Members and friends of the
Students and advisors from the Care, and Awarding Twenty $300 Murray-Calloway County Senior
Future Homemakers of America FHA Scholarships.
Citizens Club will make a bustrip
chapters at Calloway County Two-hundred and twenty-seven to Nashville, Tenn., on TOMailiy,
district
and
state
officers
and
High School and Murray High
August 10, according to O.C.
attended the conference
Mr. Claude Rowland brings in a School attended the four day advisors
McLemore, president of the club.
representing twelve districts in
Leadership
The
Musk Melon as big as your head. annual
The group will visit
the state. The Kentucky
Hermitage, home of Andrew
Says he grew them at the side of ference held at the FHA Training
Assosication of FHA is sponsored
Jackson, president of the United
his yard along with some Centef at Hardinsburg held July
by
the Home Economics
States, and the County Music Hall
watermelons. We figured he must 26-29.
Division, State Department of
have grown them in a garden or Persons attending
of Fame.
Paul Freeman of Eddyville
from her Education, Frankfort.
Reservations should be made Route One, father of Mrs. Bill
field, but they did mighty well in were Miss Paula Lyons, Murray
FHA chapter officers from
his yard. It's a monster and
by Wednesday, august 4, by Wells of Murray, died Thursday PADUCAH (UPI)—The
By AL ROSSITER JR.
High School,substituting for Miss Murray and Calloway County
reported Ground Communicator
calling Bryan Tolley 753-1346, at 7:30 a.m. at the Caldwell Western Kentucky Association of
literally is as large as a person's Gail Russell, Kentucky Lake
UPI Space Writer
Robert Parker.
Hgih Schools will attend a fall
Contractors
has
warned
General
Mrs.
753-2402,
Parker
head.
County War Memorial Hospital,
District secretary, Miss Janey district leadership training Mrs. Birdie
SPACE CENTER, Houston
Parker added that command
several
will
resume
on
that
work
or Mrs. Princeton. He was 67 years of
Kelso, Calloway County High conference of the Kentucky Lake Ruby Harrell 753-2909,
(UPI)—Skimming over jagged ship Endeavour's powerful
projects
next
construction
Meta lot of nice folks last night as School, first vice-president of the
Gussie Adams 753-2751.
age.
District at Calloway County High
Monday regardless of whether moon terrain never before seen, mapping camera had a problem
new 'members out at the Kentucky Lake District, Mrs.
School on Saturday, September
1,200 union carpenters have Apollo 15's astronauts shifted "which may or may not be
some
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Calloway Club were feted. Lucy Lilley, advisor, Murray 11.
their orbit slightly to a more serious" but he did not
[Louise Freeman; five daughters, ended their month4ong strike. comfortable
Steaks,
baked
potatoes, High, who served as advisor to
altitude today and elaborate.
L.
Kressenberg,
William
Mrs.
Wells
of
tomatoes, etc.
Murray,
Mrs. Bill
the Key Camper Committee, and
lined up for tonight's bold
The mission of Apollo 15 was
business
manager
for
the
conMartin and Mrs. Van Knight of
Mrs. Bess Kerlick, advisor,
landing in a lunar mountain the most ambitious lunar
tractors
association,
said
the
We were impressed with the Calloway
Princeton, Mrs. Jack Utchfield
County High, who
valley.
exploration ever conducted. The
of Lyon County, and Mrs. Donnie contractors are miffed because David
young folks who are new mem- served as leader of the program
R. Scott, Alfred M. astronauts planned to devote
)—Mrs.
(UP!
LEXINGTON
leaders
union
have
the
not
subRobertson
bers. They have goals, are of the work group session.
of Murfreesboro,
Worden and James B. Irwin six days to studying the moon,
working toward them, or have "FHA—Flower Garden of The revival services at the Ann Knight,29, of Lexington, was Tenn.; two sons, Paul and Joe mitted any of the new contract dropped to within
45,500 feet— spending three of them on the
Th
Church,
murder
charged
with
Baptist
Creek
Spring
offers to their membership for a
reached them.
Leadership" was the theme of the located north of Penny and east night in the strangulation= Freeman of Lyon County; half- vote.
lower than expected—before a surface.
brother,
Edward
Freeman
of
conference. District and state
brief rocket burst at 9:30 a.m. Apollo 15's orbit dropped
Unfortuantely
the
fringe FHA officers were helped to of Kirksey, will start Sunday, of her two-year-old daughter, Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. The strike has affected nearly EDT raised the low
point of faster than expected because of
through
Katherine.
continue
August
1,
and
projects
in
a
$50
million
worth
of
Francis Cotoon of Lyon County
screwballs always get the most develop leadership qualities and
variations in the moon's graviPolice said Mrs. Knight and Mrs. Lyman Rogers of 20-county area of Western their orbit to 58,300 feet.
publicity which colors all young become more informed about Saturday, August 7.
By landing time, the moon's ty. These gravity quirks are not
County
Fayette
staggered
into
Missouri,
Kentucky,
plus
parts
of
Louisville.
people. Abbie Hoffman can get their duties and responsibilities Rev. C. C. Brasher, pastor of
gravitational tug was expected fully understood but they have
headquarters
late
Illinois and Tennessee.
more television coverage in a for the coming school year. the New Zion Baptist Church in Police
to pull Apollo 15 back down to the effect of gradually pulling
week than most young people get Special emphasis was given to Marshall County, will be the Thursday bleeding from a "self- Masonic rites will be conducted
50,000 feet—the altitude desired the spacecraft toward the moon
inflicted stab wound in the tonight (Friday) at eight o'clock
in a life time.
making Future Homemakers of evangelist for the services each chest."
for a proper descent approach. —much as the upper fringes of
at
the
Morgan
Funeral
Home,
America a more integral part of evening at 7:45.
That was well above the earth's atmosphere slows and
She was hospitalized in critical Princeton, where friends may
We are perfectly satisfied with the home economics program, a
highest moon peaks, estimated lowers earth satellites.
condition.
call.
the young people of today.
Special singing will be held on Officers found the body of her
spokesman said.
at 30,000 feet.
The orbital raise, called a
Friday, August 6, at eight p.m. daughter, wrapped in a towel, on Funeral services will be held The Murray High Tigers will "Think you can miss them?" trim maneuver, was a continInteresting conversation State projects selected for The church pastor, Rev.
Saturday at 2:30 at Saratoga begin football practice Monday, asked Ground Control.
gency listed in the flight plan.
yesterday with Frank Gonzales, emphasis in local chapters this Herman Luter, and the the front seat of her car. They Methodist Church in Lyon County August 2, at 6 pm., according to
"That's up to you guys," Controllers told the pilots
producer of Ramases, the coming year will be Stable- congregation invite the public to said a "vinyl like material" had with Rev. Marvin Dennison of- Preston "Ty" Holland, head
replied Scott.
Thursday night they did not
been wrapped around the child's
Kenlake Amphitheatre Home-Stable Life, To Dare Is To attend.
football coach.
ficiating.
Tracking stations maintained think the maneuver would be
neck.
production. He was in advertising
Equipment will be issued a close watch on
the astro- needed. They changed their
for thirty years when he left it to
starting at 5 p.m. and each boy is nauts' roller coaster path.
mine. today.
produce this fine Biblical play.
requested to bring his own gym
An hour after awakening, the The pilots rode a roller
"Biblically
correct
and
shorts.
historically sound" he says. They
Practice will be held once a day astronauts turned on their color coaster orbit so close to the
need more local folks in the
for the first few days and then television camera and beamed moon that at times it seemed
the rugged mountains reached
audience, he says.
twice each day until school back a stark, detailed view
the 15,000 foot Apennine moun higher than their suaceshio.
starts.
We thought that all the water in
"The Tigers have one in- tains east of their valley "It sure looks like we're
the sky had been already wrung
terschool scrimmage scheduled landing site and the deep looking up at some of those
outrial apparently not.
for
week of Aulpisi, 20th and canyon bordering it. The view follows out there," Scott said as
Xur group from Fuji city, hopethe
to schedule another one for swep" by quickly and was gone Apollo 15 swept toward the
MORIOKA, Japan (UPI)—A Morioka 275 miles north of crash of a Venezuelan DC9
Mount
base
of
the
located
at
Maracaibo on March 16, 1969,
We have met many nice TVA 22-year-old Japanese student Tokyo said:
the week of the 27th," Coach in seconds.
Appennine Mountains bordering
west of Tokyo. Holland said.
folks and am impressed with Jim pilot on a training mission in an
"I heard something like a when 155 persons were killed- Fuji, 90 miles
members
"That was very fast, said (Cosithwed on Page Twelve)
and Jackie Ransom.
The season will open Friday
F86 Sabrejet collided with an clap of thunder and I looked up 84 persons on the plane and 71 The tour group
society
of
a
belonged
th
Scott.
on the ground. The collision of
September 3, when the Tigers
All Nippon Airways airliner into the sky.
relatives of World War II travel to Fteiciland. "This could As Apollo 15 moved toward
We know where a Red Headed today, sending the 162 persons
"High in the air I could see a a United Air Lines DC8 jet and
Woodpecker lives. Don't see aboard the Boeing 727 to their lot of smoke. There were five a TWA Super Constellation over victims and were visiting be a tough opener," the coach the dark western side of the
many of them today for some death in aviation's worst single columns of white smoke coming New York City Dec. 16, 1960, historical sites in Japan.
moon, the deeply shadowed
said.
Prime Minister Eisaku Sato, "The coaches feel that with lunar terrain was awesome. SPACE CENTER, Houston
reason.
disaster. One of the victims from the wing of a big plane killed 134 persons.
vacationing in the resort town hard work Murray can develop Mountain peaks sparkled in the (UPI)—The Apollo 15 timetable
was an American.
that was flying eastward (on a Today's was the second air
(all times EDT and subject to
We also know where there's an The F86 pilot parachuted to domestic flight from Sapporo to disaster in Japan in a month. of Karuizawa, ordered Minister into a real good team.- Holland sun as if capped with mow.
Transport Kyoshiro Niwa to added.
old fashioned Chestnut tree, safety.
"All systems look good." change):
Tokyo). Then I saw the On July 4, a domestic airliner of
begin an immediate investigaToday
missed by the blight.
The three-engine jetliner dis- fuselage going down in the carrying 68 persons crashed on
tion. He also named Keikichi
7:19 a.m. —Astronauts wake
killing
Hokkaido,
the
island
of
integrated in flight, cutting off mountains near here. Up above
up.
Three men were arguing over the last frantic broadcast by I could see what seemed to be all aboard. On Feb. 4, 1966, an Masuhara, director general of
10:n a.m. —Astronauts teleAll Nippon Airways 727 crashed the Self Defense Forces, to go
whose profession was first the pilot, Capt. Saburo Kawa- parts of the plane."
to the crash scene as his
vise
view of the landing site as
133
killing
Into
Tokyo
bay
established on earth.
niski, 41: "Emergency! Emer- Bodies and debris rained
seen from lunar orbit. Show
"Mine was," said the surgeon. gency! Emergency! This is Al] from the skies onto the village persons in ,Japan's previous personal representative.
lasts 14 minutes.
"The Bible says that Eve was Nippon! All Nippon! Unable to of Shizukuishi in the mountains worst disaster.
11:24 a.m. —Irwin transfers
said
spokesman
airways
An
made by carving a rib out of control! Unable to control!"
of extreme northern Japan near
wanted to encourage the two to the lunar module. Scott
By DONALD FINLEY
Adam."
Masataka Kato, 45, a primary what are called the Japanese 125 of the victims of today's
voluntary
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The sides to reach a
follows in 15 minutes to prepare
"Not at all," said the engineer. school teacher in the town of Alps. Mrs. Etsu Yoshida, a disaster were members of a
United Transportation Union settlement, but sources said the for the moon landing.
"An engineering job came before
housewife, was struck on the
1:48 p.m. —Lunar module
PADUCAH (UPI)—Police in :UTU) spread its selective administration was preparing
that. In six days the earth was
hand by a falling object, but
four states were on the alert strike over work rules to six legislation to force an end to separates from the command
created out of chaos. And that
authorities repotted no other
today for two and possibly three more railroads today and the strike if persuasion failed. ship.
was an engineer's job."
injuries.
men wanted for the robbery of a President Nixon summoned the The UTU and the rail
3:10 p.m. —Command ship
"Yes," said the politician, but
The F86 also disintegrated in
jewelry
store in the Wonder negotiators to a White House negotiators agreed to meet piloted by Worden raises orbit
who created the chaos?"
A two car collision occurred the collision but the pilot,
again
following
the
White
House
to 63 to 74 miles high with a 3.9
Market Shopping Center here meeting to express his concern
Thursday at 8:40 a.m. on North Yoshiml Ichikawa, parachuted
for the shutdown's growing meeting. The UTU represents second firing from its main
Thursday.
to
safety. Japanese police said
18th Street at Olive Street, acconductors, flagmen, brakemen, engine. The craft is completing
economic impact.
cording to a report filed by the he would be arrested and
Teresa Bishop, a clerk in the
strike shut off the last firemen and some engineers.
The
its 12th orbit of the moon at the
officers of the Murray Police charged with straying into the Sheriff Clyde Steele and Joe Speakes Jewelry Store,said a rail link to the Southern As Nixon worked to end a rail time.
Maurice
Wilson
Deputy
Sheriff
path
of
the
airliner.
man
They said
entered while she was alone California vegetable and fruit strike, he faced the prospect of
Girls who are interested in Department. No injuries were he
had had only 21 hours were called to Bean's Grocery In the store and shoved a black fields—the Santa Fe—and for a steel strike at midnight 6:03 p.m. —Lunar module
participating in pre-school rush listed on the report.
training in Falls and that ins Store at Pottertown last night revolver toward her saying, the first time hit plants in the Saturday. Negotiations between fires main landing engine to
at Murray State University this Involved were a 1963 Chevrolet
begin its descent toward the
instructor also may have been about 8:30 to investigate an "don't move".
two
door
hardtop
driven
by
Offie
heavily industrialized areas the steel industry and the moon.
fall and who have not received
accident
and
a
guilty
automobile
of
some
Dean Chadwick of Murray Route
"loose judg6:15 p.m. —Astronauts Scott
rush registration material by One and a
She said he then took 12 trays of ground Chicago and St. Louis United Steel Workers continued
stabbing.
1964 Volkswagen two ment."
mail may register in me ottice ot
rings,
a number of old coins from and the steel mills near in Washington, and there were and Irwin land on the moon.
All of the 155 passengers and Donnie Bean, seventeen year
door
sedan
owned
by
Marjory
some reports of progress, but
Pittsburgh.
the Dean of Women located on the
7:38 p.m. —Lunar module top
seven crewmen were Japanese old son of Lindsey Bean, suffered the store safe and $50 in cash.
The White House said Nixon the big steel companies began haich opened and Scott stenos up
third floor of the Administration Crank and driven by Larry Neal with exception of the
A
second
man
wearing
a
black
a
wound
on
the
back
of
one
of
his
flight
Crank of Murray Route Five.
the process of shutting'down to begin 30 minute landing site
Building.
engineer, Donn M. Carpenter, legs which required seven stit- cloth over his face, then entered
their furnaces in anticipation of surveillance.
Rush week will start on Sun- Police said the Oiadvrich car 30, of Miami, Fla. his
the
store
and
the
two
escaped
in
a
pregnant ches. He was treated at the
was going south on North 16th
the
strike.
day, August 22, with orientation
site surveillance.
wife, Ruth, 30, returned to emergency room of the Murray- car.
Today's rail strike brought 8:14 p.m. —Scott lowers
and will end on August 28, ac- Street and had stopped for traffic Florida two months ago to Calloway County Hospital.
reported
stolen
from
The
car
cording to a spokesman for Rush at 16th and Olive Streets. Crank, await the birth of their first Sheriff Steele said that Bean Nashville, Tenn., later was Two thefts from cars occurred the number of lines shut down himself into the cabin and
also going south, was unable to
during the last 15 days to 10. hatch is closed five minutes
Week activities.
was reportedly stabbed by a abandoned two blocks away In Murray on Thursday, acstop in time to avoid hitting the child.
The lines account for more than later.
inspection
the
postal
behind
man,
whose
identity
The
was
consensus
filed
with
not
reports
among
the
aviacording to
Chadwick car in the rear, acone-third of the nation's rail
10:29 p.m. —Scott and Irwin
tion and defense officials was revealed by the sheriff. A station.
Murray Police Department.
cording to the police report.
freight
capacity and employ begin 7% hour rest period.
man,
with
a
third
men,
The
two
Dan MWer of 104 Williams 160,000 persons.
Damage to the Chevrolet was that the disaster probably was warrant for his arrest has been
1:16 a.m. —Worden begins
later were reported seen in Avenue, Murray, said two hub
on the rear end and to the caused by error on the part of made.
Picket lines began appearing Saturday seven hour rest period
after
said
Speakes
another
car.
The
Sheriff
said
the
incident
the
Corstudent pilot.
caps were stolen from his
Considerably cloudy today Volkswagen on the front end.
at 6 am. local time on the
Norihiki Yatake, director of occurred following an automobile the robbery, "they cleaned me vette parked in the driveway of steel-hauling Bessemer & Lake In lunar orbit.
through Saturday with scattered
5:59 a.m. —Rest period ends
diamonds."
the prefectural police in Morio- accident near the Bean store out of my
his home. The theft was reported Erie in Pennsylvania, and
showers and thundershowers
YOUTH FELLOWS/UP
for
Scott and Irwin
about
7:30
ka,
p.m.
said
Thursday.
The
Thursday.
he
a.m.
would arrest the
at 9:17
most numerous east portions The Senior High and Junior
spread westward to the giant
At 4:50 pm. Thursday Norman Chicago-to-California Santa Fe; 8:16 a.m. —Rest period ends
diminishing Saturday. Cooler High Youth Fellowship of the student pilot because an investi- car, a 1961 Chevrolet, driven by
Lane reported the theft of a tape the ore-hauling Duluth, Missabe for Worden.
through Saturday. Highs today First United Methodist Church ation "indicates the jet fighter an unidentified woman who was
9:24 am. —Lunar module
placed
in
the
County
Jail,
ran
truded
into
off
the
player from his automobile & Iron Range; and three
air
corridor
and Saturday mainly in the 703. will meet at the church on Sunparked in a parking lot at Murray industrial terminal and switch- depressurized and hatch opened
Lows tonight upper 505 to mid day,August 1, at seven p.m. fora eserved for commercial ti- the road and ran through a fence.
to start first moonwafli. Scott
The woman was charged with
University.
60s. Chance of locally heavy "Church Beautiful Project" and ers."
trig roads—the Elgin, Joliet le steps on lunar surface 15
Revival services will be held at State
driving
while
intoxicated,
Sc.
By late today 50 bodies had
rainfall mainly east half today volleyball.
Eastern in the Chicago area, minutes later, followed by
the Temple Hill United Methodist
cording to the Sheriff.
TWO CITED
been recovered.
and tonight.
the Aton & Southern in St. Irwin at 9:48 a.m. Moon
Church starting Sunday, August
U. Gen. Tsurayuki Ishikavra, In the affidavit for the arrest of 1,and continuing through Friday, Two persons were cited by the Louis and the Houston Belt
surface telecast starts at 9:34
Murray Police Department on Terminal.
GAME POSTPONED
vice chief of staff of the the unidentified man, it said that August 6.
EXTENDED FORECAST
a.m.
while
Lindsey
Bean
went
to
get
Thursday. They were one for
Japanese Self Defense Force,
Kentucky: The extended
Four major lines in the South 4:14 p.m. —Astronauts eturn
reckless
driving
and
one
for
outlook,
Sunday
through The Murray Pony League All- said he also believed there was help, that young Bean and some
Rev, Roger Joseph. pastor of
and West were shut down to their spacecraft, repressurize
Tuesday, shows a chance of Star game in the District Tour- error in judgment by the FM other boys were trying to keep the church, will be the evangelist public drunkenness.
previously—the Union Pacific It at 4:24 p.m.
was
man,
who
been
the
reported
Paducah
has
nament
in
pilot. The pilot himself was
showers in the west half Sunday
for the services to be held each
and
the Southern on July 16, 7:39 p.m. —Scott and Irwin
and over the state Monday and rescheduled for tomorrow af- hospitalized for observation but drunk, at the scene, but the man evening at 7 45 p
FREE KITTEN
and the Southern Pacific and begin seven hour, 50 minute
knife
his
took
got
mad
and
out
(Saturday)
at
2
p.m.
The
ternoon
was
reported
in good condition.
Tuesday with little change in
Six kittens, three months old, the Norfolk & Western on July rest period.
temperatures. Highs in the 80s. game was originally set fix Before today's tragedy the and allegedly stabbed young The public is invited to attend, are free to persons for pets. For
10:43 p.m. —Worden begins
worst air disaster was the Bean.
Lows in upper 50s to mid-60s. tonight.
further infognation call 753-8886. (Continued ea Page Twelve) seven hour rest period.
church spokesman said.

FHA

Mrs. Bill Wells'
Father Succumbs

Spring Creek Will
Have Revival Meet

Contractors To
Work Monday With
Or Without Union

Path Is Shifted
Orbit
.
Sligntly Higher Today

Nether Strangles
Daughter, Stabs
Self In Lexington

Tigers To Start
Football Practice

Midair Jet Collision In
Japan Kills 162 Persons

Apollo Timetable

Paducah Jewelry
Store Is Robbed

Two Car Collision
Occurs On Thursday

Rush Week At MSU
Starts August 22

UTU Strike Spread
To Six More Lines

Man Reported
Stabbed After
Auto Accident

Thefts From Cars
Reported To Police

The Weather

Temple Hill Church
Revival Next Week
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debtors in distress are rescuing
themselves by a technique known
as the Wage Earner Plan. Although administered by the bankruptcy court, it is distinctly different from bankruptcy.
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Dennis P.Guier of Kirksey Route One,age 69, died yesterday at
the Murray Hospital.
William H. Myers was elected band director of Murray High
School by the City Board of Education at its regular meeting.
Dr.A.D.Butterworth spoke on the Public Health Service at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Mrs. Beurdean Wrather,Worthy matron, and Hollie Alderdice,
worthy patron, presided at the Friendship Night held by Temple
Hill Chapter No.511 Order of the Eastern Star.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Dulaney and daughter, Jane, of Edenton,
N.C., were recent guests of Mrs. Mayme Randolph and Preston
Holland.

20 Years Ago Today
Sixty-five farmers attended the erosion control demonstration
held on the farm of Lowell Palmer on July 27. County Agent S. V.
Foy was the director for the special event.
Robert E. Lovett, choral director and instructor in voice at
Murray State College, has accepted the position of director of
music at Clemson, S.C.
A feature story on the dog,"Brownie", mascot at the City Hall,
is published.The story was written by Lochie Faye Hart.
Pvt. Charles R. Adams, son of Mrs. Mildred Adams, is now
stationed at Chanute Air Force Base, Rantoul, Ill., after being
transferred from Long Beach, California.

DAD AND HIS STRANGE DREAM
I have never eaten anything that was common or unclean.—
Acts 18:14.
The great teacher taught that it was what came out of the mouth
tat defiles and not what goes into it.

i't

Isn't It The Truth!
4,Carl MistJr.

What are those of us in middle age to do in a youthented society whose industry and commerce
ce a premium on the unwiped nose? Blow it,
's what!
"Youth is a wonderful thing; what a
crime to waste It on children."
i.
—George Bernard Shaw

Dad believes that simplicity of life can be found and observed in
the animal world. "They do what comes naturally. And what
comes naturally works real well for them," Dad stated.
Animals,from virtually every species, protect their young and
love their wives. Well, Dad said he didn't know if they loved their
wives or not, but he did know they would never, never, fight or
harm them. On the other hand, Dad said the wives were gentler
types and very seldom needed fighting by the males.
"Yes sir," Dadareni on,"Weeeedd learapeatiessons from the
simplier things if We'd sit a spell Ind lode. I enjoy going into the
woods and resting under a tree or on a stump and just watching
life go by."(I didn't want to upset Dad's paradise so I didn't tell
him that the last time he had gone away to observe life, he had
only looked a little while and then fallen asleep.) I suppose he
dreamed because when he came home he had some tall tales
about what he saw.
Mom was the first to point out to Dad that he had probably
fallen asleep and just dreamed he saw those things. -Don't
matter none," Dad replied, -what we don't learn from direct
observation we can pick up by dreaming and imagination."
Dad's dream went something like this. A big male wolf told
everybody that where he was, was his and for no other male wolf
to come too near his territory. A strange wolf did come by and
there was a fight. A terrible fight. The stranger was weaker and
lost the fight. What did the old male wolf do. He just let him run
off. Wolves rarely kill one another.
The second part of Dad's dream involved a bigger wolf who had
marked off a whole territory as big as a nation . He then said, "If
you come into my territory I will kill you. A stranger came, sure
enough. There was a fight and the bigger wolf killed the stranger
He then cut him into little pieces,and showed him to the rest of the
world, saying this would happen to anyone who dared to bother
him.
"Dad," I said, "That doesn't sould like an animal to me.'
"Wasn't," Dad replied. "It was human."

the female branch of the U.S.
Navy called "Waves."
In 1967 news from behind the
Today is Friday, July 30, the Bamboo Curtain told of a mass
purge of the Red Chinese army.
211th day of 1971.
The moon is in its first
A thought for today: British
quarter.
The morning stars are Venus, statesman John Morley said,
"You have not converted a man
Mars and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercu- because you have silenced
ry and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Leo.
The "marriage" of the hot dog
Automobile inventor Henry to
the elongated bun is said to
Ford I was born July 30, 1863. have
taken place at the St. Louis
On this day in history:
Louisiana Purchase Exposition
In 1916 German saboteurs
of 1904. A concessionaire loaned
I'm little enough that Dad can scare me. I sure wish he'd get his
blew up a munitions dump at
white gloves to his customers so
dreams straightened out.
Black Tom Island near Jersey
they could hold his piping-hot
City, causing an estimated $22
wieners. Many of his gloves were
million in damages.
never returned-and his overhead
In 1937 the American Federawas running high. In desperation,
tion of Radio Artists was
he turned to a baker for help. A
organized as a unit of the AFL.
him was produced to fit the meatA RATHER SHORT EPLSODE IN THE LIFE
In 1942 President Franklin D.
-and the hot dog sandwich as we
OF A GOOSE AND A MOOSE
Roosevelt signed a bill creating
know it was born.
The Almasee
By United Press International

............••••••.......•.•••
• 9 ALL SHOWS
Relax
in Air Conditioned
•,11

, ADULTS

GE.1"11:kciA

Ut

LAST FIVE DAYS!•
TONITE 7:45 Only •
Sat-Sun. 2:15 5:318:55:
•
WINNER OFZ •
6WithainGi1oiden
ACADEMY AWARDS!
anran °Viral
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR •
:OW MILLS
GIC.arleNtailiden
41
BEST

Glow
6/Rovers
In a Blake Edwards Film

Foose the Goose saw Truse the Moose,
Much larger was Truse than Foose,
I'm a big Goose, you are a small Moose,
So went the conversation of Goose and Weise,
Accidents will happen to both Moose and Goose,
Witness the red faced Moose and the featherly sqoose
Thomas Perkins
THE DEAD MEADOW LARK

A meadow lark lay on the dusty lea,
Beneath a tree where it had perched to sing;
And passing by, I could not help but see
The bloody spots on yellow mottled wing.
CINEMATOGRAPHY
41
Its fretful mate sang a plaintine song
• That told of grieving heart. .a sad lament,
As if to tell its mate has done no wrong;
a Asfrom the wires to boughs'it sadly went
46711
• It tried in birdlike
talk to let her know
**.a MASTERPECE I
Her feathering young were hungry in the nest:And hovered near
A BEAMFUL RCTURE 1t
1
• like he were loath to go.
• Tis strange the things that thoughtless man will do
• When with a gun he roams through field and wood
David Lean's :. I hurried on and hoped for thoughts anew
For loving larks, I wondered how he could.
•
•
J. Marshall Porter
a
Filmof*RYanS 41

•
•
•

Nixon and Julie and David
Eisenhower The affair was held
at Camp David, and the menu
featured America's favorite food.the hot dog!

sickness germ
BERKELEY. C.L. 'UPI ,
Mosquitoes immune to pesticides are moving toward
the cities and have experts
trying to combat sleeping
sickness -virtually at their
wit's ends." health officials
say.
Dr Don Murray, manager of the Delta Mosquito
Abatement District in Visalia. Cal. said chemical control of the pests worked
well until last year, when
strains reoistant to pesticides began surviving. fins
year. c h e rn i ca 1 controls
started out well. "but we
started to fade last week."
Mosquitoes are begin.

The noted actress, Marlene
Dietrich, is perfectly at home
with a hot dog and champagne
In fact, that combination makes
up her favorite meal.
Sausages are mentioned in
literature as far back as the 9th
century
B.C.,
in Homer's
Odyssey. But tradition has it that
Frankfurt-on-Main, Germano is
the birthplace of the hot dog.

Late Showli,
Tonite & Sat4,
1:30 p.
o One „
:.;•iUnder 18 Adinitted

teritifr

TONITE thru TUE..
He gave
the West
justice
right up to
its neck..,
then rammed
more

down its
throat.

BURT LANCASTER ROBERT RYAN IIEJ.COBB
A MICHAEL WINNER Film

REE MOVII
FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES!!

PICK UP A BAG 0' LITTER
S.. A Free Show Sat. at 1:00

a

TIFATE-F

'"

• --she's
sweet little
mother

nen BOINININe
125 COLOR Or mr.k

SATURDAY
(03130711;i6 1:0O
til 3:00
RULES FOR BAG 0' LITTER SHOW
Pick up a regular grocery bag full of litter from
your neighborhood and bring it to the CAPRI
Saturday at 1:00. Your bag of litter will admit
you to see "RUN WILD, RUN FREE". Litter
must be picked up from outside your home.
Mom's trash from her waste containers is not
acceptable. COME ON. LET'S CLEAN UP
MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY AND SEE
THIS FINE MOVIE FOR A BAG 0' LITTER!
COILII111)1.1 Plt I Ur

An Ir%

es presents

Allt•ri prollot lion

IgoAktiid,
1a4.strte;

DRIVE
IN

...AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL PICTURE

ea

Duskik.,
0 n 7:30-Start
•
e TONITE th ru SAT..

W!WHAT A PAIR!
Valley
ofthe
Dolls

the1aIIey
of the Dolls

COLON I.DELUXE

STARTS SU
Does her anger
at a domineering
husband justify
a wife's
taking
a lover?

...a movie that will
runaway
with your heart! •
„
(Niro/ow
VO1rrr/01114/ AM
AM

KunTechnicolor C
Me

Admission 75 Without Sag 0' Litter
14401i4P++++++++++++4k,*

38th

Star G

By ED SAINSI3
UPI Sports WI
CHICAGO (UPI)
of the rival teams sh
deciding factor ton
the 1971 College All
National Football Lee
pion Baltimore Colt
the 38th All Star gs
nationally televised,
Field's new Astroturf
The Colts, winnei
previous appearano
game, were favored
two touchdowns or
Blanton Collier, tt
Cleveland Browns co
Mg the All Stars fo
time, believed his t
be emotionally ready
Colts startling opposii
"We think we 1
personnel," Collier
you can't tell about
and emotional p
We'll know about the
time. If we're ready
ly, we think we could
a good game."
Don McCafferty, cc
Colts, had the sam
"We want to win," I
think our team will
emotionally because
first game of the SI
the All Star game rr
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Weather forecaste
pated a pleasant nis
contest with a temp
the low 70's or perh
60's by kickoff time,
for 8:30 p.m. (CDT
were expected in thi
but were expected
during the afternocc
no problem with thi
turf. A crowd near U
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i3oth coaches weri
to test their runn

Padre!

* LATE SHOW FRI. SAT. 11:30 p.m.
'
5PLATINUM PUSSY CAT'

iiise •

During their American visit,in
the summer of 1970, Prince
NDOTICE!
I :15 4:4..*-iv
fw SIETROD1OR PANAWS101( my
:00
n • • Charles and Princess Anne of
••4I• England attended a picnic cook44 iiiis•••** 4*44•4•* Ist•••iitss••
out supper, hosted by Tricia

es

Under the Wage Earner Plan,
the debtor agrees to pay. off his
debts out of future earnings instead of having them cancelkd by
bankruptcy. Under court supervision, he works out a payment
schedule that may extend for
three years or longer.
In return, he gets immediate
relief from his financial pressures.
By court order, creditors are forbidden to garnishee his wages,
repossess his belongings, or harass
him with threatening letters and
telephone calls.
True, not every debtor can
qualify for the Wage Earner Plan.
The court will approve a debtor's
application only if he is earning
enough to make the payment plan
feasible—and if enough of his
creditors agree. Furthermore, he
must have the moral commitment
to stay within a frugal budget
during the payoff parka(
But the benefits of theflph are
notable. It offers the draressed
debtor a chance to `get out from
under' with comparatively little
damage to his credit record. Also,
it may play a major role in preserving his self-respect.
Creditors benefit too. The Plan
offers them a reasonable prospect
of collecting their debts, whereas
in the bankruptcy. situation they
usually collect nothing at all.
Not long ago a man living on
Social Security, overwhelmed by
debts, turned to the Wage Earner
Plan for relief. Two disgruntled
creditors objected that he could
Rx For Debtors in
not qualify because he was not a
Distress
"wage earner."
But the court, pointing out that
Each year, millions of people Social Security income is based On
skate uncomfortably close to the past wages; decided to accept the
brink of bankruptcy. Unwise man's application. The court said
spending, serious illness, loss of that in dealing with the preiblezra
a job, setbacks in business—all of debt, any solution that is
these may bring on a fiscal crisis. good for all concernalought to so
be
Byt in increasing numbers, encouraged.

ning to range tarttier and
farther from their breeding
grounds—partieularl irrigated pasture lands
The inability of chemical
pesticides to kill Culex tarsalis--the Mosquito carrying the sleeping sickness
which has killed more titan
1300 horses and infected humans in Texas—was reported by Dr. Robert Van den
Bosch. a University of California entomologist.

diary of a
mad houssw fe
• • r
p,
"I

Vialt;10.1"

Y

5-1 Thi

By JOE CARNI
UPI Sports IA
Lady Luck finally
be smiling on Dave
Roberts, who has
but received little
season, finally got
lag Thursday night
Diego Padres poun
hits enroute to a
over the Cincinr
Roberts allowed onl
two in the opening i
Cincinnati scored it
as he dropped his
average to 2.15, b
National League As
The little left4ian
icily 83 pitches to
powerful Red attac
tingled in a run.
The Reds jumped
lead in the first on
single and Lee Ms
gut the Padres boi
with two on the thi
Hernandez' walk a
by Dave Campbell
Colbert. Hernandez
tingled in runs in th
consecutive doubles
dez and Campbell
Nego its fifth run in
The victory was
.tighth against 13
Roberts.
In the only othe
League games sche<
La beat San French
Louis downed New
an eight-liming, ra
game and Pittsburi
Los Angeles 8-5.
In American Lea
Milwaukee shut out
California beat Cle
Chicago blanked Ne
and Detroit outlast
City 10-9. Oakland a
and Washington at
were rained out.

on?homer
il°V inllersaes'
hisl
games, salanuned I
the Braves past San
Versalles homered
the seventh to tie t
2-2 and singles by
Reed, Felix Milian
Aaron gave Atlanta
VersaUes homered
eighth for an insuri
help Reed gain his 1
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glove lifted St. Lou
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38th Annual AllStar Game Tonight
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By ED SAINSBURY
UPI Sports Writer
CHICAGO
UPI)—Emotions
of the rival teams should be the
deciding factor tonight when
the 1971 College All Stars and
National Football League champion Baltimore Colts meet in
the 38th All Star game, to be
nationally televised, on Soldier
Field's new Astroturf Field.
The Colts, winners in both
previous appearances in the
game, were favored to win by
two touchdowns or more. But
Blanton Collier, the former
Cleveland Browns coach directing the All Stars for the first
time, believed his team could
be emotionally ready to give th
Colts startling opposition.
"We think we have good
personnel," Collier said, "but
you can't tell about the mental
and
emotional
preparation.
We'll know about that at game
time. If we're ready emotionally, we think we could give them
a good game."
Don McCafferty, coach of the
Colts, had the same attitude.
"We want to win," he said. "I
think our team will be ready
emotionally because it's the
first game of the season, and
the All Star game means a lot
to them."
Weather forecasters anticipated a pleasant night for the
contest with a temperature in
the low 70's or perhaps in the
60's by kickoff time, scheduled
for 8:30 p.m. (CDT). Showers
were expected in the morning,
but were expected to cease
during the afternoon, causing
no problem with the artificial
turf. A crowd near the capacity
of 52,000 was expected.
Soldier field has been renovated since the last all star
game in order to become the
home field of the Chicago
Bears. New seats have been
installed and the
lighting
Improved, probably insuring a
better picture on the TV screen
for the viewers of ABC
network. There will be radio
broadcast only on the Colts'
aetwork
Both coaches were expectea
to test their running game

Major League
Loaders

Murray American Legion
Trounces Mayfield 13-2

By United Press International
Leading Batters
National League

early in the contest ano suck
with it, if the ground game
works. But both will have
G. AB R. H. Pct.
passing combinations ready for
Torre, St.L 105 402 62 147 .366
the "bomb," or to try to pullout
98 393 67 139 .354
Chi
a win if the running can be Bckrt,
Clmnte, Pit 89 357 59 121 .339
contained.
103 422 70 142 .336
Garr, AU
The Colts will start Earl
Brock, SIL 102 417 81 138 .331
Morrell at quarterback with
91 353 41 117 .331
Pit
Eddie Hinton and Ray Perkins Sngln,
104 420 61 137 .326
LA
Davis,
at wide receivers and Tom
71 285 57 93 .326
Cash, Pit
Matte and Norm Bulaich to
97 397 54 129 .325
St.L
Alou,
carry the running. For the All
78 292 38 95 .325
Pptne, Chi
Stars Jim Plunkett of Stanford,
the Heisman Trophy winner,
American League
will be the starting quarterback
G. AB R. H. Pct.
with Dan Pastorini of Santa
81 313 52 III .355
Clara and Chuck Hixson of Oliva, Min
Southern Methodist in reserve. Murcer, NY 101 364 65 122 .335
94 374 58 118 .316
All Star running backs at the Otis, KC
95 351 48 110 .313
start will be Mike Mamie of Rojas, KC
Northwestern and John Brock- Rttmnd, Bal 87 288 52 89 .309
ington of Ohio State with Elmo Rdirdt, Chi 88 325 37 100 .300
Wright of Houston and J.D. Hill Howard, Was 98 367 41 112 .305
of Arizona State in the wide Mncher, Was 87 277 32 83 .300
98 406 59 12A .296
Toyer, Min
receiver posts.
"We'll certainly try our F.Rbsn, Bal 84 293 52 86 .294
Home Runs
said,
running," McCafferty
more
run
we'll
works,
it
if
"and
than we'll pass. But we're a
National League: Stargell,
passing team so we're certainly Pitt 33; Aaron, AU 79; May,
not going to forget it."
Cin 72; Johnson, Phil 24;
McCafferty believed the All Montanez, Phil and Robertson,
Stars have a strong pass Pitt 21.
defense as well as strong
American League: Melton
passing, but declared his team
would not underrate the colle- Chi 24; Cash, Det 23; Smith
Bos 21; Petrocelli, Boa, Oliva
gians.
"We don't know what the All Minn and Murcer, NY 19.
Stars will do," he added,
"because we've only seen them
once, in the scrimmage against
the Bears, and they didn't do
much. With Collier's staff of
assistants, they could show us
something from the Browns,
Green Bay, Houston or someMel Purcell, the South's
body else.
"But we're supposed to be premier 12-year-old tennis player
able to adjust to any surprises and driving to claim the title as
America's best eased his way
and I hope.we do," he said.
The pro's have won the last into one of four remaining slots in
en games and hold 26 the National Boys Tennis
victories, nine losses and two Tournament here Thursday.
ties in the series. Collier Purcell, the 7th seed in the
tourney, which has drawn the
61 ached the Browns to victory
in 1965 in his only previous nation's best young netters, will
ppearance, while McCafferty take on 2nd-seeded Teddy
as a player lost twice in the Stearen of Hinsdale, Ill., today
ame and as an assistant for the privilege of advancing
oach, was on the staff in
Baltimore victories in both
'ous appearances.

The Murray American Legion
advanced to the finals of the
District Tournament last night by
defeating Mayfield 13-2.
In lower bracket action,
Paducah slipped by Benton in an
eleven-inning marathon 6-5.
Johnny Williams hit a double
demanded to be traded.
and two singles in four times at
By JOE CARNICELLI
Thomas, who is demanding bat to pace the Murray Legion.
UPI Sports Writer
list ;80,000, met for an hour with Mitch Ward, Charlie Robinson,
The latest casualty
Tex Charlie Gibbs, pitcher for
Manager
released by the Washington General
Redskins' camp contains the Schramm and Coach Tom Murray struck out nine Mayfield
ulikely name of George Allen. Landry before leaving. He led hitters.
Mayfield had no players to
Allen, the Redskins' new the Cowboys' in rushing as a
coach, suffered a broken rib rookie last season and is collect more qian one hit.
Thursday when defensive back demanding that the Cowboys Benton lost% heartbreaker to
Speedy Duncan crashed into rip up his three-year contract Paducah in the top of the llth
inning as Paducah pushed across
him from behind as the coach and renegotiate.
Defensive tackle Clarence one run for the win.
was watching a passing drill.
With the game tied 5-5 going
Allen divided his squad into Aashington will be lost to the
two groups for passing practice Pittsburgh Stealers indefinitely into the 11th, Paducah's David
and was busy watching one because of a broken bone below Phelps walked and advanced to
group when Duncan, playing his right knee and Coach second on a sacrifice. He then
safety for the second group, Tommy Prothro of Los Angeles went to third on a wil I pitch and
slammed into him. Allen was said rookie Phil Olsen, signed scored on a Benton error.
"knocked sprawling all over the from the New England roster Billy Sachranoski had three
place", according to a club after the Patriots were guilty of hits in four Ulnae at bat and Leon
spokesman. He remained for a contract error, will start at Worth and Tony Nass each
defensive tackle Saturday
Mike Sims hit a
TO PITCH FOR ALL-STARS--Johnny Shelley is scheduled to the conclusion of the practice against Houston in the Hall of collect-two hits.
the sixth inning
in
run
afterand
X-rays
home
precautionary
lone
pitch in the opening game for the Murray Pony League All-Stars
Fame game at Canton, Ohio.
rib.
wards
broken
a
reveales
Paducah.
for
In the District Tournament at Paducah's Pony League field. The
The 49-year-old coach took Defensive back Tim Ander- Mike Fields and Dennis Smith
game, which was originally scheduled for tonight, has been
son, San Francisco's No. 1 draft each connected on two hits for
postponed until 2 p.m.Saturday afternoon. Shelley posted an ERA the incident lightly, calling it a
choice, said he is ready to Benton. Eddie Silvitz hit a two
Allen
charm.
luck
good
possible
of .215 and had a record of 7 wins and no losses in regular season
said he suffered a broken hand report to camp and sign. run homer in the first inning.
play.
Paducah and Mayfield square
before taking over Los Angeles Anderson had been working
in 1966 and that club won eight through an agent but apparent- off in the semi-final game
games. "A broken rib ought to ly has decided to sign after tonight. Both of these teams have
be worth 10 victories," he said. missing three weeks of training lost one game in this double
Elsewhere in the training camp.
'elimination tournament. The
camps, a crowd of 34,462 The New York Jets will look winner of this game will meet
watched the Green Bay offense at three punt return specialists Murray in the final championship
overwhelm the Packers'defense —Chris Farasopoulos, the No. 3 game. If Murray loses, then
Brigham
draft pick from
will be played
morning's and Baylor school for Boys, sites 44-0 in the club's annual Young, Vernon Studdard of another game
Saturday
into
quarRookie
game.
immediately following. Since
intrasquad
championship match.
of the action. National playoffs in terback Scott Hunter of Ala- Mississippi and Phil Wise of Murray has not lost a game yet,
The other spot will be filled the boys 14-and-under division
their the winner of the Paducahbama threw two touchdown Nebraska-Omaha—when
either by top-seeded Van also are being held.
rookies meet the bridgeport Mayfield game will have to
passes
7-to-15
for
pit
and
passes
Winitsky, Miami, Fla., or his In doubles action, Purcell and
Gary Lane threw Jets of the Atlantic Coast defeat the Murray post twice to
opponent, John Farfour of Memphis, Tenn., partner Tiger for 117 yards.
and Prank Football League Saturday. Ve- take the championship.
score
one
for
12th-seed.
Goldsboro, N.C., the
Buford took Don Freeman and Patrick
over for teran defensive back John Dan Keanan, a free agent
plunged
Mel had little trouble in Jeff Turpin of Dallas Tex., 6-8, 6new
as
Dan Dockery, being tested as a wide linebacker, on waivers, the
coach
another
disposing of the 4th seeded Scott 3, and 6-3. then split sets with Don
receiver, will play for the-Houston Oilers dropped veteran
Bondurant Thursday. Purcell Coarse and Al Dixon of .Devine drilled his quarterback_ rookies. The Jets also ana
find
to
effort
an
in
corps
guard Spain Musgrove and the
won in straight sets, 6-3, 6-2 in a Jacksonville, Fla., before
nounced the acquisition of
rain-plagued morning of activity darkness halted any attempt to successor to injured Bart Starr. defensive tackle Frank .Catalla- Kansas City Chiefs said that
Running back Duane Thomas,
Scott Lewis, a defensive end
at Manker-Patern Tennis Center pla the third set. It will be
who verbally blasted the Dallas no of Northwestern Oklahoma, from Grambling who was the
completed today, with the win- organization last week, showed who was dropped recently by club's No. 2 draft pick, is
ning duo advancing to semi-final up at the Cowboys' camp Cincinnati.
expected in camp Saturday to
status.
and
Thursday
immediately The Denver Broncos placed sign.

Allen Is Latest
Redskin Casualty

Mel Purcell Still In
Competition For No. 1

Weather Still Not
Padres Defeat Reds Cooperating With
5-1 Thursday Night PGA Championship

By IRA MILLER
rest could only help.
Mets. The Cardinals broke a 1-1
UPI Sports Writer
By JOE CARNICELLI
tie in the sixth when Dal LIGONIER, Pa. (UPI)— "It feels bette • every day,"
UPI Sports Writer
Maxvill
singled, Jose Cruz Officials make another try he said.
Lady Luck finally seems to
walked and Alou tripled. The today to get the PGA National The Palmer-Niclaaus team
be milling on Dave Roberts.
off at
Roberts, who has pitched well victory moved St. Louis past Team Championship started, was scheduled to t..:
weatherthe
EDT,
p.m.
12:30
the
the
but
Bureau
idle
Weather
promCubs
into
second
place
but received little support this
ised little in the way of man cooperating. The second
season, finally got some back- in the NL East.
round was rescheduled for
cooperation.
ing Thursday night as the San
Gene Clines and Bob RobertAfter the scheduled opening Saturday with a 36-hole finale
Diego Padres pounded out 13
homered during a six-run round was rained out Thursday, Sunday after the field is
hits enroute to a 5-1 victory son
sixth inning burst and Willie the U.S. Weather Service said trimmed to the low 40 and ties.
over the Cincinnati Reds.
Stargell added his 33rd homer there was a better-than-even Lee Trevino and his partner,
Roberts allowed only five hits,
of the year as the Pirates chance of more heavy rain Howie Johnson, were scheduled
two in the opening inning when
rallied to beat Los Angeles. The today—and then predicted a to tee off today at 1040 a.m.
Cincinnati scored its only run,
Dodgers led 4-1 in the sixth possibility of showers until Four of the 64 two-man teams
as he dropped his earned run
when Manny Sanguillen doubled Monday.
were on the course Thursday
average to 2.15, best among
and Robertson hit his 21st Although the rain made when the heavy rain began.
National League starters.
homer. Singles by Jackie hardly anybody happy, it did After play was suspended for
The little left-hander needed
Hernandez and pinch-hitters brighten the chances of a 344 hours, officials decided to
icily 83 pitches to stop the
Dave Cash and Vic Davalillo repeat victory for Jack Nick- give up for the day because
powerful Red attack and also
produced another run and laus and Arnold Palmer, an seven of the greens were
tingled in a run.
Clines followed with his first awesome twosome which alrea- alreacly too wet and the rain
The Reds jumped off to a 1-0
major league homer.
dy figured to be the favorites. still coming down.
lead in the first on Pete Rose's
Bob Veale gained credit for
Nicklaus, whose appearance If there were another postsingle and Lee May's double
the victory, his fifth without a in the Westchester Classic last ponement today, official:4 indigut the Padres bounced back
loss.
week was his first since he lost cated the revised scheduled
with two on the third on Enzo
U.S. Open playoff June 21, would be pushed back another
the
Hernandez' walk and doubles
and
by Dave Campbell and Nate ADELMAN NAMED CAPTAIN has been bothered by an eve day, with 18 holes Saturday
Colbert. Hernandez and Roberts PORTLAND, Ore. (UP!)— fection and the extraidav of Sunday and 36 on Monday.
tingled in runs in the sixth and The Portland Trail Blazers of
consecutive doubles by Hernan- the National Basketball Associdez and Campbell gave San ation announced Thursday that
Nego its fifth run in the eighth. Rick Adelman, a 6-1 guard, has
The victory was only the been named the first official
!ighth against 13 losses for team captain.
Roberts.
In the only other National
League games schedued, Atlan- JET'S SIGN
ta beat San Francisco 4-2, St. NEW YORK (UPI)—The New
Louis downed New York 3-1 in York Jets of the National
announced
an eight-inning, rain-shortened Football League
game and Pittsburgh bombed Wednesday that veterans Bobby
Howfield, a kicker, Gus HolloLos Angeles 8-5.
In American League action, mon, a safety and Steve
Milwaukee shut out Boston 3-0, Thompson, a defensive lineman
California beat Cleveland 7-2, have signed their 1.971 conChicago blanked New York 4-0 tracts.
and Detroit outlasted Kansas
City 10-9. Oakland at Baltimore
and Washington at Minnesota STARR OKAY
ROCHESTER, Minn. WP!)—
were rained out.
Zoilo Versalles, who had only Bart qtarr. Green Bay Packer
one homer in his previous 36 quarterback, was listed in
games, salammed two to lead satisfactory condition WednesYOUTH TENNIS TOURNAMENT—The Murray Park and
the Braves past San Francisco. day after undergoing a bicep- Recreation Department is sponsoring a tournament for the youth
Versalles homered leading off tendon transplant on his right that have been involved in the summer tennis program. The
tournament will consist of five brackets: Ages 7 thru 9, Boys and
the seventh to tie the game at shoulder at the Mayo Clinic.
Girls 10 thru 12, and Boys and Girls 13 thru 16.
2-2 and singles by pitcher Ron
Reed, Felix Milian and Henry GILLUM'S NEW JOB
The opening day will be Aug. 2 with the Ages 7 thru 9, followed
SEATTLE, Wash. (UP!(—The on Tuesday, Aug. 3, with both boys and girls 10 thru 12, and boys
Aaron gave Atlanta a 3-2 lead.
Versalles homered again in the University of Washington an- and girls 13 thin 16 on Aug. 4. Each match will be the best out of
eighth for an insurance run to nounced Thursday the appoint- five games. All matches will begin at 10:00 a.m. in all brackets.
help Reed gain his 11th victory. ment of Bob Gillum, 36, as The finals for all five brackets will be held on Thursday, Aug 5, at
Matty Alou's two-run triple assistant basketball coach un- 10:00 o'clock.
off centerfielder Don Hahn's der new head coach Mary
The parents and general public are invited to attend this
glove lifted St. Louis over the Hershman
tournament.

•

CARROLL TIRE SERVICE

1105
Pogue St
Phone 753-1489

3,000 First Line Double White Larado Tires
Size

7.75x14
8.25x14
8.25x15
8.55x15
8.85x15
9.00x15

Price

20.11
20.85
20.85
22.58
25.43
27.04

Fed. Excise Tax

1.89
2.15
2.17
2.42
7.57
2.96

ALL MOUNTING AND BALANCING ARE FREE!!
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Miss Jerilyn Ann Mustard Becomes Bride
Of Geary Gene Colson In Lovely Ceremony
At The Maple Spring Methodist Church

ea& Abbv,
Tell wife she doesn't
need excuse to leave

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for
three years and in all that time he has refused to wash out
the bathtub after himself. He feels that is a wife's duty! I
told him I didn't expect him to get down on his hands and
knees and scrub it as I do, I just wanted him to rinse it out.
Be refused.
Lad night at a family gathering in our home, my
husband was asked by my sister if he washed the tub out
when he was single and Dying at borne where his mother
cleaned the house. His answer was, and I quote, "Yes, I
washed the tub. Do you think I would have my mother get
down on her hands and knees and clean my dirty bathtub?"
Abby, where does that leave me?
WIFE, MOTHER AND SERVANT
DEAR SERVANT: It leaves you as year heads and
knees cleaning year hnsbaad's dirty bathtub. Ualess yes
refuse. And W you do, it might leave you with a very dirty
bsiblab.
DEAR ABBY: I am permanently confined to a
wheeldiair. A small boy I had never seen before asked his
mother in my presence why I was in a wheelchair. She
simply replied, "Became she is more comfortable that way."
The mother was also a stranger to me, but I was so
grateful to her for having satisfied her son's curiosity and
avoiding what could have been an awkward wituation.
Wbat's your problem! You'll feel better if you get lt eff
your chest. Write to ABBY, Bee sefes. Los Angeles, Cal.
Isliee. For a peramal reply eschew stamped. addressed
envelope.
For Abby's booklet. "flew se gave a Lovety Wedding."
seed In $e Abby. Bea MM. Las Agonies. Cal. NM.

Stomach tied
to wrong end
of intestines
LONDON (UPI): Dr. Rosalind M. Mance wrote the
British Medical Journal
about a patient who found
that after undergoing surgery for an ulcer he was
hungry no matter how
much he ate.
A second operation was

performed and surgeons
found the man's stomach
had inadvertently been connected to the end of his
intestines rather than the
beginning. It took food less
than five minutes to pass
through him, Dr. Mance
said. The mistake was corrected.
The doctor said he
brought the case to 'public
notice because surgical errors still are made occasionally.

The Fashion Shack
Welcomes You
to Summer Sales

up to "/2 Off

Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held at the home of
the bride's parents in Murray.
The bride's table was overlaid
with a white lace cloth and
centered with a three tiered
wedding cake topped with a bride
and groom statuette. Punch was
served from a cut glass punch
bowl
Assisting in the serving were
Mrs.Francis Robertson and Mrs.
Sue McCoart.
The couple left after the
reception for an unannounced
wedding trip with the bride
wearing a white knit dress and
the corsage from her bridal
bouquet.
The new Mrs. Kimbro has
completed two years at Murray
High School. Mr. Kimbro attended Calloway County High
hool and is now employed at
er's Food Market.

Youth Evangelistic Crusade
services will be held at the
Kirksey United Methodist Church
at seven p.m.

DEAR ABBY: The above letter was written by my wife.
I wasn't snooping. It was left in plain eight- For the lost six
months my wife has been distant and cold. I begged her to go
to a counselor and even told her I would go with her but she
said nothing was the matter. I love her very much and
don't want her to leave me. What do you advise me to do?
HEARTBROKEN HUSBAND

DEAR LUCKY: All chances are foolish. But I suppose
some are mere foolish than others. Thanks for the *.

beige accessories.
mother of the groom, wore a blue
dress with white accessories.
Their corsages were of white
carnations.
Mrs. Lucille Thompson and
Mrs. Sally Johnson, grandmothers of the bride, wore white
carnation corsages.

Saturday, July 31
The annual meeting of the
Bazzell Cemetery ww oe next at
11:30 a.m. Mail funds to
Haneline's Grocery, Coldwater,
or Mrs. Cletie Black, Murray
Route One.

DEAR ABBY: I have been married for three years [no
children] and I just can't stand my husband anymore. Why
does a woman be her individuality when she gets married?
I think the younger generation has the right idea They live
together for a while, and then decide whether they should
marry. I wish my husband would do something to make up
my mind for me. If I were told I had some fatal disease and
had only a few years to live, I would walk out and enjoy life.
I would have many affairs with different men and really
enjoy it. My problem is, I don't have any fatal disease.
WANTS OUT

DEAR ABBY. My husband had a vasectomy two years
ago. Three months later I was pregnant! Can you imagine
bow we felt with two kids in high school, one in college and
a daughter about to be married?
When my husband went back to the doctor who
performed it, he was reminded that be was instructed to
return for a "test" to determine the success of the operation.
Well, my husband didn't think it was necessary to return,
so he can't blame the doctor.
Once in a Wise mom the operation fails, so please advise
men who have vasectomies to go back for the test before
they take any foolish chances.
LUCKY IN L. A.

Friday, July 31
The Calloway County Youth for
Christ will have a retreat at
Baptist
Jonathan, Creek
Assembly for all young people
starting at 2:30 p.m. Friday and
dosing with the noon meal on
Saturday, July 31. For reservations at one dollar each call
Kathy Rogers 753-4849, Darrell
Gibson 753-7290, or Rev. Jerrell
White 753-5750.

groom. David Prescott, cousin of
Miss Anna Louise Johnson Exchanges Vows the bride, was the ring bearer.
For her daughter's wedding,
With Jimmy Dale Kimbro In Ceremony At Mrs. Johnson chose to wear an
polyester
Imported
knit
style with
Blood River Baptist Church On July 25 fashioned princessMrs.
Kimbro,

Youth Evangelistic Crusade
services will be held at the
Kirksey United Methodist Church
at seven p.m.

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR HUSBAND: Year wife wrote a "Dear Abby"
letter hoping (perhaps unconsciously] you'd find it. Tell her
she is free to go. And she doesn't need a "fatal" disease to
provide an excuse.

.,, e-cluvodait
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The community fish fry for the
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
area will be held at Tal Fannin's
place, Panorama Shores, at six

The Wranglers Riding Club will
have a horse show at the ring
starting at five p.m.

Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson,
parents of the bride, entertained
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Dale Kimbro
Miss Jerilyn Ann Mustard,
Mrs. Hazel Colson, mother
with a buffet dinner preceding
Sunday, August 1
ughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert the groom, was attired in
Amidst a lovely setting cd
the wedding rehearsal on
Mustard, and Geary Gene double knit dress of mint green The Senior High and Junior
by
her
father,
was
lovely
in
her
flowers and candelabra at the
Saturday evening at their home.
Colson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Her accessories where white. He High Youth Fellowship of the
Blood River Baptist Church, Miss floor length wedding gown of Fifteen persons were present
Methodist
Church
in
holy
First
United
were
united
Edgar Colson,
corsage was identical to that
Anna Louise Johnson exchanged white bridal satin fashioned for the pre-wedding occasion.
will meet at the church at seven
matrimony in a June candlelight the bride's mother.
wedding vows with Jimmy Dale princess style with long fitted
ceremony.
sleeves and lace trim. The hem of
The bride's maternal grand p.m. for a "Church Beautiful Kimbro.
Rev. Cave J. Thomas officiated mother, Mrs. Blanche Arthur, Project" and volleyball.
Bro. Richard West officiated at the skirt featured two rows of the
at the double ring ceremony read chose to wear an ice blue km
the double ring ceremony read at special lace trim. Her floor
at seven o'clock in the evening at dress
with bone accessories. The Omicron Alpha chapter of two o'clock in the afternoon on length veil of illusion outlined
the Maple Spring United Mrs. Gilbert Colson, paterna Tau
with the lace was attached to a
Phi Lambda sorority will Sunday, July 25. Mrs. Harmon
Methodist Church.
grandmother of the groom, was have an initiation ceremony at Whitnell, pianist, provided the headpiece made of the lace.
Mr.and Mrs. Dewey Parka had
As the guests assembled, a attired in a light blue knit dress. the Woodmen
She carried a white Bible on as their guests last week her
of the World Hall music for the occasion.
program of nuptial music was Both grandmothers wore whi
at two p.m.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. which was placed a bouquet of brother and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
presented by Miss Lee Arm Reed, double carnation corsages
and Mrs. Joe Pat Johnson of 1604 white carnations with blue ribbon William B. Pool of St. Louis, Mo.,
pianist. Her selections included
Miss Becky Colson, cousin of Youth Evangelistic Crusade Catalina, Murray,and the groom streamers.
another brother, Albert Pool of
"Oh Promise Me", and "Love the groom, kept the guest
services will be held at the is the son of Mr. and Mrs. James The attendants for the bride Murray,cousin and wife, Mr. and
"from Romeo and Juliet. register in the foyer of the
Kirksey United Methodist Church Richard Kimbro of Murray Route were Miss Amanda Prescott, Mrs. Melvin Smith of Warren,
The traditional wedding marches church.
cousin of the bride, and Miss Mich., son, Frederick Parks and
at ten a.m. wity a team from the Five.
were played.
Reception
Youth Challenge of Clarksville, The vows were read as the Shelia Kimbro, sister of the children, Martha, Danny, Gary
The vows were exchanged
Following the ceremony, Mr. Tenn., in charge.
couple stood beneath the white groom. Miss Prescott wore a Lynn, and Frederick, Jr., of
beneath the traditional white and Mrs. Robert Mustard enwrought iron arch flanked by white dress trimmed in red and South Bend, Ind., and daughter,
wrought iron arch entwined with tertained with a reception in the
Revival services will start at baskets of white gladioli and Miss Kimbro, a blue dress. Both Carolyn Parks Hargrove and
ivy and greenery. Arranged on fellowship hall of the church.
the Goshen United Methodist greenery. Tapers in the five had nosegays of white daisies husband, Joe Hargrove, of
each side were spiral candelabra
The bride's table was overlaid Church at 7:30 p.m. with Rev. branched _candelabra added with blue ribbon accent.
Monterrey,California. Hargrove,
holding fifteen white tapers, two with a white lace cloth. The
elegance to the wedding scene. Bobby Edmonson, brother-in- son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Coy Garrett as evangelist.
baskets of white mums, and centerpiece was of yellow
The family pews were marked law of the groom, was the best Hargrove of Murray, will leave
potted palms. The family pews gladioli, mums, white carnations
with greenery and white bows. man. Ushers were Charles August 8 for Brindisi, Italy,
Monday,
August
2
were marked with white satin and greenery flanked by five
Johnson, brother of the bride, and where he will be stationed for the
Bride's Dress
bows.
white tapers. The three-tiered The Ladies Steak Night will be The bride, given in marriage Sammy Kimbro, brother of the next 2/
1
2 years.
Bride's Dress
pedestal wedding cake was held at the Oaks Country Club at
sanctuary topped with a miniature bride
Entering
the
6:30 p.m. All ladies are asked to
escorted by her father and given and groom statuette. The yellow
sign up at the pro shop or call
in marriage by her parents, the punch vrith a floating ice ring was
Doris Rose, Grace James, Sue
bride was lovely ma formal gown served from a crystal punch
Outland, or Linda Adams.
created by Bridal Original's. The bowl. Miss Diana Belew and Miss
magnificent gown featured Janette Strode served at the
Groups of the Baptist Women
cascading ruffles of scalloped bride's table.
of the First Baptist Church will
Chantilace. Pearled Chantilace After the reception the couple
meet as follows: Lottie Moon
scallops adorned the Sabrina left for an unannounced wedding
with
Mrs. Calvin Morris at 7:30
neckline with long fitted sleeves trip. For traveling the new Mrs
p.m. and Kathleen Jones with
ending in bridal points. Her Colson chose to wear a white 1mi
. Myrtle Wall at 7:15 p.m.
Cathedral train flowed gracefully pants suit trimmed with a green
as she descended the aisle.
scarf. Mr. and Mrs. Colson are
The bride's elbow length veil of now residing on Route Five
imported illusion was designed in Benton.
bouffant tiers and attached to a Out of state guests included Mr
Juliet headpiece accented with and Mrs. Louie A. Arthur of
pearls and irridescents. She Greenfield, Indiana and Mr. and
carried a cascade bouquet of Mrs. Thomas Wilson of Pontiac
white roses, and white poms Michigan.
poms. White satin and lace
streamers tied in love knots fell
from the bouquet.
Miss Leandra Mustard, sister
of the bride,was the maid of
honor She wore a formal gown at Mr. and
Mrs. Robert
mint green chiffon fashioned by Westerman of Murray Route
Sylvia Ann. The empire bodice Five are the parents of a baby
featured a band of white em- boy, Dana Allen, weighing eight
broidered lace interwoven with pounds four ounces, born on
mint green satin ribbons. The Monday, July 26, at the Western
sleeves were softly gathered at Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
and trimmed in Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs
the wrists
the same lace. Her headpiece Lee Westerman of Murray ane
was a mint green Dote bow of Mrs. Noble Hughes of Puryear,
satin. She carried a single long Tenn.
stemmed yellow rose tied with
yellow satin ribons and love U. and Mrs. Lloyd (Tommy'
knots
Brown of Fort Riley, Kansas,
The bridesmaids were Miss announce the birth of a baby girl.
Barbara Colson, sister of the Kimberly Dawn, weighing eight
groom, and Miss Cheryl Mathes. pounds 6102 ounces, born on
sticky; 4-speed synchromesh transDon't let the fact that this car might
They were attired identically to Wednesday, July 21, at the Irwin
mission is standard.
look like Indy 500 material throw you
the maid of honor in formal Army Hospital, Fort Riley
And in keeping With Volkswagen
off the track.
gowns of maise chiffon Each Kansas.
standards, it gets around 26 miles to
Those racing stripes are o con.
carried a single long stemmed Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
o gallon of gas, uses very little oil,
That sports car bock is a front.
yellow rose tied with mint green Richard B. Brown of Paducah
and even less water or antifreeze—.
The Volkswagen Type 3 con no
and Mr. and Mrs. E.G. Willough- Phone
satin ribbons and love knots.
none.
[hods Adams
more fly down a racetrack than it con
Gary Angle served the groom by of Murray Route Three
But contrary to Volkswagen tradifly through the clouds.
75 23711
tion, it isn't bad looking. In fact,
as best man. The groomsmen
What, then, can it do, and who,
equipped with all the options as you
than is it for?
were Brute Burkeen, cousin of
If you're more concerned with
see it •in the picture, you can make it
the groom, and Rex Mustard,
look like the menacing, overpowerslowing down than speeding up, it
brother of the bride. They also
ing creature of the rood that it isn't.
has standard front disc brakes.
served as ushers. Preceding the
All 4 wheels ore independently
So if you're looking for o racy little
ceremony, they lighted the
sports car, look somewhere else.
suspended so it holds the rood better
candles and rolled out the white
If you're in the market for just an
when cornering.
aisle carpet.
It has the most celvonCialsystem of
economy sedan, this isn't it.
The bride's mother, Mrs.
distributing gasoline in the engine:
But if you're the type who wants a
Marilyn Mustard, chose for her
electronic fuel injection.
racy, economical,little, sporty sedan,
daughter's wedding a coat and
and Try our
Shifting on the VW Type 3 is less
eureka!
dress ensemble of mint green
—Fresh
Ky.
I..ab
l
f
Catfish
lace
apThe dress featured
—Country Hams and steaks
pliques accented with simulated
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
pearls with which she wore acballi.to toe m.,7 days a week
cessories of white. Her corsage
J.C. GA I.LIMORE —
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 7534850
Was of three yellow buds with
Open Mon. thru Sat. 73O A.M. lit 5 P.M.
yellow satin ribbon.

Mr. and Mrs. Geary Gene Colson

TBIRTHSj

Are you the Volkswagen Type 3type?

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL

THE
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6:30
7:00
7:05 Farm.Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tommorrow
8:on
8:30 Hot Dog
9:00 Jambd
9:30 Herald of 'Fri
10:00 This is the I
10:30 Church Serv
11:00
11:30 Worship
12:00 Meet the Pr
12:30 Newsmakers
1:00 Tarzan
1:30
2:00 Lost In Space
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5:00 Comment
5:30 News
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7:00
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8:00 Bonanza
8:30
9:00 Bold Ones
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10:30 Tonight Shoe
11:00
11:30
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6:00 Morning Shoe
6:30
7:00 Today Show
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8:30
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11:00 Jeopardy
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12:00 Noon Show
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12:30
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1:30 Doctors
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TELEVISION SCHEDULE Networks To Spend Another
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IVLAC-TV
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Channel S
Channel 4
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
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V
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:00 News, Wthr; SPOrtS
:30 Nigh Chaparral
AN High Chatierrel
,30 Name of Germ
:00 Nemo of Game
:30 Name of Gam.
131Z:ze
i

Var,

NOWII
Sports
Stand UP Eve
Stand Up Eva
Headmaster
"This Earth Is
Mini"
Movie
Movie

I Dreern of Jeannie
Brady Punch
Nanny & Professor
Partridge Family
That Girl
College All Star
&Item All St.r
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a
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1 a :00 Tonight
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SUNDAY
6:30
Summer Semester
Tom & Jerry
7:00
7:05 Farm- Digest
7:15 Report
Penelope Pitstop
7:30 Torrunorrow
8.00
Carl Tipton
8:30 Hot Dog
Heaven's Jubilee
9:00 Jambo
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up & Live
10:00 This is the Life Oral Roberts
10:30 church Service Faith For Today
11:00
Film
11:30 Worship
Face the Nation
12:00 Meet the Press To Be Announced
12:30 Newsmakers
Movie
1:00 Tarzan
1:30
Pinpoint
2:00 Lost In Space
AAU Track & Field
'0 2:30
3:00 Celebrity Bowl
3.15
3:30Golf Tourn.
400
Big Valley
430
4:45
Reports
5:00 Comment
Roger Mudd
5:30 News
Lassie
6:00 Scene at Six
6:30 Disneyland
Animal World
Movie
7:00
7:30 Red Skelton
8:00 Bonanza
8:30
9:00 Bold Ones
10:00 Scene at Ten
News
10:30 Tonight Show
Perry Mason
11:00
11:30
The Late Show
12:00

House of Worship
Sego Bros.

World-Tomorrow
Bible Class
3 Stooges
Johnny Quest
Cattanooga Cats
Bullwinkle
Discovery
FI1PPer
Pet Set
Baseball Pre-Game
Soul of the City
Baseball

worked with a few seasons
for material for his •

Television notes

"Paper Lion." The second calls
for driving and pit experience
suceessa of the three he did for in a major auto race. The third
1970-71. The first finds him adventure involves a trip to
again in the pro football world,
Kenya in search of an elephant
training with the Baltimore
known as Ahmed that is said to
Colts and expecting to play
be the world's largest land
briefly at quarterback in a
mammal. ABC will broadcast
n game with the the three.
Ket'ro
ge7tsciLions, the team that he

NEW
YORK (UPI) George Plimpton, the professional writer who gets much
of his material by dabbling in
various activities as an amateur,
By JACK GAVER
1966's "Georgy Girl," starring the splashdown of the Apollo 15 will have Irdee more one-hour
NEW YORK (CPU-It all has James Mason and Lynn Red- astronauts in the Pacific north- television specials tor the
gone as planned, the television grave in a romantic comedy west of Hawaii.
coming season as a result of the
networks will spend another (R).
week covering highlights of the
TUESDAY
of
World
Wide
"ABC's
shland
'.14le.AS Ch. 25
Madisonville
Apollo 15 moon venture. The "The Price of Love" is the Sports" at 6 covers the Gold
WKMA Ch. 35
Bowling Green
WAGS Ch. 53
Morehead
WKMR Ch. 38
end of the hmar mission is fare on ABC's "The Mod Cup Hydroplane Race at MadiCovington
WCVN Ch 54
Murray-Maylield
WI(
MU Ch. 21
scheduled for Saturday after Squad" at 7:30 p.m. Kidnaping son, Ind., the International
Elizabethtown
WKIT Ch 23
Owenton
WKON Ch. 52
splashnoon (Aug. 7) with the
Hazard
WKHA Ch 35
Pikeville
of a baby leads to a desert Grand'PrixMotocross MotorWKPI Ch, 22
Lexington Richmond WILE Ch 46
Somerset
down of the spacecraft.
WKSO Ch. 29
Ghost town (R).
cycle Championship (R) at Bay
Louisville WKMJ Ch 68
-CBS has most of the week's Singer Dusty Springfield is the Mare, Calif. and the football
extras. There is a new comedy guest star on NBC's "Make demolition derby championship
series starting Sunday night, as Your Own Kind of Music" at 8. at Islip, N. Y.
PDIICilt1()11AL TPLPVISION
'well as the premiere of a com
ABC's movie has "In Search
edy-musical program starting of America" with Carl Betz
10:00 FANFARE: American
ALL TIMES ARE
"NBC Adventure Theater" at
MONDAY, AUGUST 2
Odyssey-Gcod Old Colonial
Sonny and Cher.
and Vera Miles. A three-genera- 7:30 has "Murder In The First"
EASTERN DAYLIGHT
NEIGHMISTERWERS'
4:30
Williamsburg,
Days.
From
The same night, CBS intr tion family's search for values
BORHOOD. (CI
Virginia, Oscar Brand, Theowith Janet Leigh and Bobby
duces the first of six 90-minute (R).
5:00 SESAME STREET #175.
dore Bike!, Norman Kennedy,
dramas about England's Henry NBC's monthly two - hour Darin in a story about how a
For children. (C)
Jean Ritchie and the Be rs
let
technicality
could
a
murder
NEIGH.
MISTEROGERS'
6:00
Family
sing of colonial life.
VIII and his six wives. Don't "First Tuesday" magazine-type
go
(R).
unpunished
BORHOOD.
(R)
(C)
miss this one.
tars(
covers
a
program at 9
6:30 FOLK GUITAR PLUS
11:00 LAW OF THE LANCE An
NBC has a documentary on number of subjects, includins
7:00 KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES:
information series on law for
cancer Friday.
Ralph shows how to date
the public. (C)
the late singer Janis Joplin; NBC's movie at 8:30 screens
furniture by construction and
WEDNESDAY, AUG.4
Highlights (all times EDT
Gary, Ind., steelworkers; Amer. 1967's "Sebastian," starring
slides
of
period
rooms.
shows
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHless noted "R" for repeat): ican replacement troops ir
Terry continues to explain
Dirk Bogarde and Susannah
BORHOOD. (C)
SUNDAY
Vietnam, etc. All items have York in a tale about a brilliant
English silver marks:.
5:00 SESAME STREET #177.
Beginning at 6:30 a.m. and been on previous "First Tues7:30 THE FRENCH CHEF:
For
children. (C)
mathematician being accusedof
Pizza Variations. (C)(R)
spread variously by the three day" programs.
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHinvolvement in espionage (R).
WORLD
1:00
PRESS. (C)
BORHOOD. IR)
networks over the next seven
9:00 MASTERPIECE THEATR
6:30 KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES.
and a half hours, there will be
WEDNESDAY
-The First Churchills.
(RI
coverage of phases of the sec
10:00 BOOK BEAT: "Mysel
CBS is bringing back one of
7:00 FOLK GUITAR PLUS.(R)
"The Men From Shiloh" on
Among Others" by Ruth Gor7:30 ARTISTS IN. AMERICA.
ond walk by the astronauts on NBC at 7:30 p.m. presents its famous old programs, "You
don. (C)
(R) (C
the surface of the moon. This "Jump Up." Roy Tate tries to Are There," as part of its
10:30 PANMED. For health
1:00 THE FRENCH CHEF: A
will cancel NBC's "Meet The clear
professionals only.
being
after
himself
Vegetable for all Occasions.
Press" at 1 p.m. and ABC's framed on a homicide charge Saturday lineup for children in
TUESDAY, AUGUST 3
(C)
the fall. The format of
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH11:30 130130QUIVARI: Freddie
"Issues and Answers" at 1:30. (R).
BORHOOD. (C)
King. (C)
Final rounds of the PGA na- "Medical Center" on CBS at dramatizing various events in
5:00 SESAME STREET *176.
1:00 FIRING LINE. (C)
tional team championships are 9 deals with a hospital enter- history will be the same, but
For children. (C)
10:00 REALITIES: The Quiet
on NBC from 4:30 to 6 from tainer who helps a girl who the program will be designed
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHInvasion.
BORHOOD.
(R)
11:00
LAW OF THE LAND.(C)
the Laurel Valley Golf Club at tried to kill herself (R).
for a younger audience than
6:30 MAKING THINGS GROW:
THURSDAY, AUGUST 5
It.
Ligonier, Pa.
case.
the
formerly
was
ABC's
on
"Sanctuary"
In
Easy Bulbs. Thalassa deals
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHThe CBS half-hour "Comedy "The Immortal" at 9:30, Ben
with the most familiar and
BORHOOD. (C)
as a radio aeries in May
started
often
mishandled
bulbs.
Playhouse" is introduced in the Richards is befriended by Indi(C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #178.
1948 and stayed on for two
DESIGNING
WOMEN:
7:00
For children. (C)
7:30 spot. "My Wives Jane" ans after he is injured (R).
seasons. From February 1953
Party Pajamas and Evening
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHstars Janet Leigh and Barry
THURSDAY
Skirts. Fitting .. . Darts and
until October 1957, it was a
BORHOOD. (R)
Nelson. Actress wife of a doc- Scheduled Apollo 15 coverage television feature.
gathering . . . pressing tech6:30 DESIGNING WOMEN.(R)
niques . . . and waistbands.
7:00 MAKING THINGS GROW
tor has trouble living in two at 11:30 a.m. features a space
(C)
7:30 EASTERN KENTUCKY
worlds.
walk by astronaut Al Worden.
7:30 BOOK BEAT. (RI
UNIVERSITY PRESENTS.
"The Sonny and Cher comedy "NBC Action Playhouse" at
PERSPECTIVES
ON
1:i00
8:00
WASHINGTON WEEK IN
FOR CORRECT
Hour" at 8:30 is a new one- 7:30 offers "The Crime", with
VIOLENCE: Herb Klein, DiREVIEW. Four Washington
rector of Communications for
hour summer replacement pro- Jack Lord and Pat O'Brien in
newmen discuss the week's
the Executive Branch, offers
newsmaking events. (C)
gram on CBS. The two singing a tale about a vengeful prosea government spokesman's
8:30 NET PLAYHOUSE: The
stars have Jimmy Durante as cutor (R).
view
of
violence.
(C)
Lady
with a Dog. (C)
DAY OR NIGHT
their first guest.
9:00 THIRTY MINUTES WITH
"The Summer Soldier" is the
10:00 EVENING AT POPS:
. . (C)
The ABC movie at 9 screens "Ironside" fare on NBC at 8:30.
John Hartford-Blue Grass
9:30' ARTISTS IN AMERICA:
Group. (C)
1967's -The Quiller Memoran- An elderly tobacconist, fearing
Howard Jones. Totally imKEY:
FRIDAY, AUGUST 6
dum," starring George Segal deportation, submits to having
mersed in a world of cir- (C) indicates program is in
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHcuitry and electronics, Howand Alec Guinness in a spy his hop used for sale of mariBORHOOD.(C)
ard Jones creates space (R)c
Cindicates
odc
s
lotir.
drama involving the resurgence juana (R).
repeat broad 5:00 SESAME STREET #171.
through the use of speakers.
at
of Nazism in Germany (r).
For children. (C)
The CBS movie at 9 screens
At 9:30 CBS introdaces the "Powderkeg," with Rod Taylor
Plurra,, Kenturk•
British-made series of six 90- and Dennis Cole in a story
minute dramas, "The Six Wives about a train hijack in the
of Henry
Michell Southwest in 1914 (FL.).
plays the English monarch. AnFRIDAY
nette Crosbie plays wife No. 1, "A Man To Match The Land"
Catherine of Aragon. Henry's is on NBC's "The High C'hapareffort to get rid of her leads to ral" at 7:30 p.m. An embittered
England's historic break with white man living as an Apache
the Roman Catholic Church,
challenges the Cannons
MONDAY
, The CBS "Interns" episode at
The. third moon walk of the 7:30 is about a woman suspectastronauts gets network cover- ed of pretending to be insane
age through the morning, be- (R).
ginning at 6:30. Coverage of
The CBS movie at 9 screens
the liftoff of the lunar module 1963's "Term Of Trial," staris scheduled for 1 p.m. Reun- ring Laurence Olivier and Simion of the lunar and command on Signoret in a story about a
module is scheduled for 1 p.m. mild-mannered schoolteacher
Reunion of the lunar and com- trapped by one of his students
mand modules is slated for ap- (R).
proximately 3 o'clock.
NBC preempts "The Strange
"NBC Comedy Theater" at 8 Report" at 10 for a documenon
presents "The Fat Outlaw" tary special, "Cancer Is The
with Don Knotts and Arthur Next Frontier." A study of the
Godfrey. Spoof of the classic types of cancer and the methWestern (R).
ods devised in an effort to conABC's "It Was A Very Good quer the disease.
Year" at 8:30 concentrates on
SATURDAY
At 4 p.m. the networks are
NBC's movie at 9 screens scheduled to begin telecasting

Week On Apollo 15 Highlights,

1

TIME and
TEMPERATURE

1AL

753.6363

BANK

Hugh X. Lewis
T.B.A.
Award Movie

Lave on a Rooftop
NFL Action
FBI
Movie

It Takes A Thief
News
Movie

MONDAY
b:45
Country Journal
6:00 Morning Show
News
6:30
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
7:00 Today Show
Bozo
8:00
Captain Kangaroo
8:30
Mike Douglas
Romper Room
900 Dish's Place
9:30 Corlcentration
Hillbillies
10:00 Sale of
Family Affair
Dick Van Dyke
10:30 Hollywood Squares Love of Life
That Girl
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart Is
Bewitched
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
Love, American
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Children
12:05
Singing Cony.
12:30
As The World TurnsLet's Make A Deal
1:00 Days of Our Lives Splendored Thing
Newlywed Game
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
Secret storm
2:00 Another World
Gen. Hosp.
2:30 Height Promise
Edge of Night
One Life
Gomer Pyle
3:00 Another World
Password
Lucy Show
3:30 Here Come-Brides Jeff's Collie
4:00
Movie
Dan Boone
4:30 Wild, Wild West
5:00
News
•
Weather
5:25 News
News
News
5:30 News
News
6:00 Scene at Six
Let's Make A Deal
Gunsmoke
43:31Frorn a Bird's
Newlywed Game
Movie
7:00
It Was-Very Gd. Yr.
Lucy
Here's
7:30
Movie
Mayberry RFD
8:00 Movie
Doris Day
8:30
Newcomers
9:00
News
News
10:00 Scene at Ten
Dick Cavett
Wyk
10:30 Tonight Show

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD INC.
Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUMF. - LOW PROFIT
"Servke Built Our Business"
A
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON
NEW OR USED CAR

vin.-Keith

Dean Tire Sale
* SALE ENDS AUGUST 3rd *

CHECK and COMPARE
QUALITY and

PRICES

NOTE TO CONSUMER:
Compare Federal Tax . . . Federal Excise Tax is based
weight and amount of rubber
. used in the tire.

Dean Power Premium

I93

4 Full Ply Nylon

+as

This tire is rated Premium by Barnett Garfield Publication
PRICES (with old tire)
$16.64
White Walls
7.00x13
White Walls-$16.93 +
7.35x14 & 15
$18.95 4White Walls
7.75x14 & 15
$19.95
8.25x14 & 15
-White Walls
$21.15
White Walls
8.55x14 & 15
$23.86 + $2.89
8.85-9.00x15
White Walls
$1.95

$2.14

4411111111N....
The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

ItA

II,

A'nvi

We lend money to fanners and ranchers
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in DCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.,.Theg decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It. a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need-and use-our service. So we
know all about their special money needs
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
••••• help, medical bills, educational expenses
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income
Talk over your money needs- any season of the year-with a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys KW, Office Manager
Phone 753 5,602
305 North 4th Street

$2.32

$2.50

(Excise Tax

Cents Higher on 15" Tires)

4 to '
6

Above Prices Includes . . .
* State Sales Tax * Installation

* Balancing

Cain Gulf Service
Main & 6th Streets
Phone 753-5'862
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burn, Rt. 8, Murray, Master
Patrick Christian Nix, 911
Waldrop Dr., Murray, Calvin
Robert Chandler, Rt. 5 Box 2328,
Murray, Mrs. Nell Collins
July 27, 1971
Groves, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs. Ruby
ADULTS 101
Rebecca Duncan, Rt. 1, Dexter,
NURSERY 9
Mrs. Maloy Mary Collins, 1304
Sycamore, Murray, George
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy Wilson (Mrs. Ann Robert Long, Hardin, Mrs.
By VERNON SCOTT
Elizabeth Wilson), No. 19 Bessie Frances Williams, Rt. 3,
Correspondent
Murray, Ray Therman Lamb, UN Hollywood
University Heights, Murray.
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Mildred Lee
Bazzell, Rt. 1, Kirksey.
DISMISSALS
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Henry Herbert Hargrove, Rt. 7,
Rob Reiner, the long-haired,
Murray, Mrs. Kathelyn Gail
An old discarded curtain Too free loading son-in-law of
Shelton,908 N. 16th Murray, Mrs. makes a handy shoe rack. Tack Archie Bunker of "All in the
Blanche Bernice Hatcher, Rt. 1, it to the inside of a closet door Family," is a newlywed who
doesn't sponge on his in-laws.
Rockfieki, Danny Mack Wash- hang shoes on it by their heels.
Reiner, son of Cad Reiner talented
immensely
the
writer-comedian-director
did, however, make use of his
father's garden for his marriage
in April to actress Penny
Marshall.
As Mike Stivic, the raunchy
defender of liberalism on the
hit CBS show, Reiner has
finally overcome his father's
doubts about his talent.
Reiner pere, who was a
fixture on the original Sid
Caesar series and the man who
made "The Dick Van Dyke
Show" go, neither encouraged
nor discouraged his eon from
entering show business.
"But at first he didn't think
I was right for acting, at least
not when I was a teen-ager,"
2
iiais Rob, who recently turned

Hospital Report

Soviet-Egyptian treaty
seen aimed at 6th Fleet

Tv profile

Rob Reiner
makes good

By ROBERT HUTCHISON
Copley News Service
I3EIRUT — Tha0110ltalizing.
of the U. S. Sixth MIL as an
affective military i20111114111tia5
force in the Mediterranean is
said to be one of the main objectives of the 15-year SovietEgyptian treaty of "friendship
and cooperation" signed in
Cairo in May.
An unpublished rider to the
treaty has apparemly met with
some resistance inside the
Egyptian government, causing
a good deal of political unrest.
This unrest could become a
threat to President Anwar
Sedg's internal balance of
power, senior Arab diplomats
an mission abroad report here.

Several influential groups
don to Sadat are reportedly
dissatisfied with the secret
content of the treaty which ties
Egypt to the Communist bloc
as a satellite state even more
closely than first thought by
Western intelligence experts.
The friction caused by the
treaty and its secret rider could
Jesuit in a new purge of
'Egyptian officialdom. This
situation is being closely
monitored by the Israeli heads
of security who hope to exploit
the instability by deflecting
attempts to pressure an Israeli
withdrawal from Sinai.
supunpublished
The
plementary treaty articles are
said to cover diplomatic,
domestic and military matters

Sunday
School
Lesson

hitherto beyond the scope of
Soviet-Egyptian cooperation.
The first article concerns the
formation of a joint "military
coordination committee" at the
Egyptian general staff level. In
ratifying
to
addition
operational plans, this committee will control the appointment of military personnel to command the highly
sophisticated new weapons
systems which the Russians
are in the process of delivering
to the Egyptians.
The restructuring of the Arab
Socialist Union, the only
political party permitted to
function in Egypt, along the
lines of the Russian Communist
Party is laid down in a second
article. Special political
commissars will be sent from
Moscow to advise the Egyptians on how this should be
done.
The third article covers
cooperation between Russia
and Egypt to fill the vacuum
left by Britain's withdrawal
from the Persian Gulf area,
and the intention to-replace the
existing regimes there with
more progressive governments
favorable to Soviet penetration.
This is a direct threat to the
monarchies in Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, Qatar and the Trucial
States which supply most of
West Europe's petroleum.
The few remaining pro-West
dissidents in the Egyptian
government are said to be
opposed to any extension of

Bapti

iniwiniasswwwwww iv THRUST
A
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13

Scotts Gr
Worship Service
Evening worship

CS59)

Emmanuel Mi
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
West
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

First Bap
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

- OFF -

Wing Ci
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Worths
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Sinking Si
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Hazel Si
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Poplar
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Grace IL
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Stood A
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Kirksey I
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

AV/RANGE

THE FLAW IN THE OINTMENT—From Houston comes
this sketch illustrating the switch trouble on the Apollo
15. The SPS thrust light (bottom) kept flashing, and
the ground crew at the Space Center traced to a problem in the S26 switch (top). The sketch reproduces a
pai t of the vast instrument panel.

By Dr. H. C. Chiles
Thus far Rob hasn't
considered the family name a
God has instructed us as to the Christian, there must be a proper
personal
his
to
burden
Living in the roles and relationships of recognition of the sanctity of
ambitions
shadow of his famous father is husband and wife and parents correct relationships. On the part
no problem. Some sprouts and children in order that we of each member of the family,
may enjoy harmonious and there must be a manifestation of
grow better in the shade.
After living at home with enriching relationships in the unselfish devotion toward one
another.
his parents in a Beverly Hills family.
These verses put marriage on Soviet influence in Egypt
mansion, Rob will have to
Exodus 24:12
make some adjustment to the
Fundamental to any good and the highest plane. Much beyond the initially published
modest ranch style home he happy borne is the respect and unhappiness would be avoided - terms of the recent treaty
purchased in the San Fernando reverence of children for their and many divorces would be which on the surface seemed
valley.
parents. God regarded this averted if these very plain and mainly to guarantee a 15-year
Plenty
matter as sufficiently important practical admonitions were supply of spare parts and
One must not deduce that to include it in the Ten Com- followed carefully. Marriage is a replacement material for the
riches
to
gone
from
Rob has
mandments. The importance of mutual affair. Each is to esteem entirely Russian-equipped
rags. Neither is he disadvan- this commandment is enhanced the other above all others and Egyptian armed forces.
taged.
The Russians have already
by its location in the Decalogue. demonstrate an affection that is
The
house has three
undivided, a purity that is un- installed a radar screen in
In the beautiful Seabreeze section of Daytona
bedrooms, a large swimming It comes immediately after the
THREE PROUD SISTERS--In honor of their father, Apollo
and a trust that is Egypt powerful enough to
Beach Florida's year-round resort
astronaut James Irwin, his three daughters raise the
pool and might be described as commandments which have to do tarnished,
provide strategic cover for the
unwavering.
with
our
duties
a
to
God.
Next
to
King size heated/swimming pool, oceanside
Center
in
Spacecraft
Manned
near
home
immediate
dream
of
every
the
Flag at their
patio
Homemaking is a partnership entire Eastern Mediterranean
newlywed couple, despite the our duties to God are our
Houston. They are (from left) Jan, 6, Jill, 10, Joy, 11.
•
Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
in which husband and wife basin. This ultramodern
contrast to Rob's life with his obligations to our parents.
Beach"
God said, "Honor thy father contribute everything they can to electronic net is said to be
• Air-conditioned, heated. Telephones
family. The home, too, is a
much too sophisticated for
• Beautiful rooms, apartments. efficiencies
palace compared to the abode and thy mother." "Honor" in- the success and happiness of the
Egyptian
• New color TV
defense
of the television Bunkers.
cludes respect, reverence, home.
• New game room
requirements
Rob and Penny already have submission, gratitude, con- Man has been assigned the
• Reduced greens fees to guests at 3 golf
acquired a fankily: two cats sideration, love, and obedience. headship of the home, but if God
courses
now
the
parents
obey
parents
and
named Howie and Rhoda.
• Jai alai, dog racing, auto racing, superb
This commandment does not tell Is to be pleased, there must be a
Many
present-day
fishing
When the genes 1s' iii us to honor our parents Only while kindly exercise of headship on his the children.
production Rob can count on we are young, or only if they are part. Wives are enjoined to be parents have been obedient all
DIRECTLY
on the ATLANTIC RYAN
rehearsing four days a week all that they ought to be. No such 'submissive to their husbands. their lives. When they were in the
Write today fir free brochure and rates:
from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. On restrictions are involved. We are Husbands are commanded to homes of their parents they
Tuesdays, when the show is to
hold our parents in high love their wives ''as Christ also obeyed them,and since they have
taped before a live audience,
esteem,
obey them, and always loved the church, and gave had children of their own they
his schedule is from 1:30 p.m.
himself for it." It must be have obeyed them.
show
true
affection for them.
NORTH ATLANTIC AVENUE 32011 Dept.
through 10 p.m. Segments of
that the scriptures When parents fail to require
remembered
One
of
the appalling sins in our
dress rehearsal and the final
respect and obedience of their
show are used in the finished country is that of disobedience to do not permit insubordination in children in the home, they are
904433-WI
or
wife
inconsiderateness
in
the
homes
parents.
In
far
too
many
product.
only preparing the way for
husband.
the
the
this
modern
of
version
the Family"
"All
in
disrespect, disobedience, and
Epliesians 8:1-4
occupies only six months of commandment is, "Parents,
lawlessness in the lives of their
Rob s working years. The obey your children, for you can't Children bring their parents
offspring. Respect for and
balance of time he reports to afford to be bothered." What a immeasurable joy, tremendous
an office of Sunset Boulevard pity that- any child, regardless of responsibilities, and numerous obedience to parents have much
where he and his partner, Phil age,should ever show such a lack problems. The most happy, to do with the making of the right
Mishkin, pound typewriters.
of training, culture, refinement, successful, and useful parents kind of men and women. Where
They have sold a script to and Christianity as to refer to his are those who live close to God these things are lacking
"AU in the Family," and are or her parents as "the old man" and rear their children in His civilization soon crumbles.
Children who are not taught and
working on another for "The or "the old woman"! What a nuture and admonition.
Partridge Family."
Submission to the Lord is to be trained to obey their parents find
shame that so many children are
"Phil and I devote from 8 to so lacking in gratitude that they manifested in both the parental it exceedingly difficult to obey
24 hours in that office, have their parents commited to and filial relationships. From the the laws of the land and of God.
depending how the creative county infirmaries or
to state beginn4ig the submission of It is right, as well as pleasing to
juices are flowing," young
hospitals,
or
force
them
to
live on children to their parents has been God, for children to obey their
Reiner says. "We come in every
meager
old-age
pensions
rather the Lord's way, and it forms the parents. The only time that they
day just as if we were on salary
than provide for them when they great foundation upon which the are ever justified in disregarding
- which we're not"
are well able to care for them. happiness and glory of the home the commandments of their
Rob is a dedicated' softball
We should honor our parents. rests. When obedience to parents parents is when the requirements
player. He belongs to a team in
because
we owe our existence tc is in evidence the problems of of the latter are contrary to the
ask amateur league and plays
them,
our
relationship to them home life are decreased greatly. revealed will of God. In the event
every Sunday. Last season his
Unfortunately, many children that the expressed will of the
prompts
it,
self-respect requires
More Going for You.
team was league champion.
it,
demands
gratitude
it,
God now seem to have the notion that parent transgresses the will of
The rugged Datsun Pickup is the No. 1 Selling Import
Left fielder Reiner is hitting
in
His
Word,
the
God
as
set
forth
scanlooks
it, Christ's example their parents know very little,
UNI.111 AT THE VATICAN—A vatican visitor
Trait. Potent 91I HP overhead cam engine packs a tough
.350 so far this year.
first responsibility of the child is
lized as Sister Fiorella refuses her admittance because
He is also devoted to inspires it, and numerous and that they are quite capable of
punch.
essings will result from it. We making all decisions as to what is to God.
-short skirt. Men used to stand guard against
of
Chinese and Japanese restaur8x43,4 foot all-steel bed has an easy-loading tailgate.
miniskirts, hotpants, etc., but they got too lenient.
ants, motion pictures and should honor our parents by true the right thing for them to do
Perfect for packing trail bikes, camping gear, rugged
reverence and constant affection without any suggestions or During the 14-week period from
sloppy clothes.
work loads of any kind. Other features:
He has a iofle suit, in for them, by untiring obedience restraints whatever from their Memorial Day to Labor Day,
to them, by speaking well of fathers and mothers. In many Americans will consume an
which he was married.
Reiner doesn't smoke or them, and by providing for them homes today there is as much
estimated 4.5 billion hot do:..
drink and one of his favorite In their old age if they need it obedience as was practiced in the
Last year, in the same period,
companions off the set is
homes of previous generations. 4.2 billion hot dogs were
Ephesians 5:21-28
Carroll O'Connor the terrible
If a home is to be truly The chief difference is that devoured.
tempered bigot who plays his
formerly the children obeyed the
television father.

Memorial I
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

New Mt.°Irmo
Morning Worship
Evening Worshi

Flint Ba
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

—

You're Invited to the

Cherry C
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Elm Go
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Saloon 5
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Christ

First Cho
Worship Services
pm
Murray Ch
Worship Services 10

Fin

BEACH MOTEL

1, I, I

TIDWELL P
CO'
1210 Main

MC

111'

The Busonflowni

403 Maple S

Take 1
To I
Don't

Stokes Traci

Massay-Parl
Industrial I

Motors
pi America
Cain a

Ambassador- Hoi

Top C
Five Point

r Have You Seen the New .. .

SPORTSMAN'S
CAMPGROUND

Hot dogs literally went to the
moon in the summer of 1969, as
part of the Apollo 11 flight menu.
They were enjoyed so much on
this trip, that they were
scheduled for Apollo 12 and
Apollo 13, too. Figuratively
speaking, enough hot dogs are
produced every year in the
United States alone to reach to
the moon and back 24 times!

All camp sites have grills and tables.
R-V sites have water, electric hookups available,
hot showers, flush toilets, sanitary stations,
grocery, air-conditioned recreation room with
games.

LARGE SWIMMING POOL
Adjacent to Sportsman's Lodge and Arena

'
Sportsman s
Campground

Highway 68
Creek on Kentucky Lake
Jonathan
at
Phone: (502) 354-8493
,

COLLEGE
BARBER SHOP

,

1415 Olive Blvd.
v Hair Styling
v Razor Cuts
No
s/ Regular
+pPointment Hair Cuts
Necessary

Palov

ATTENTION AREA CAMPERS!!
Why leave your camper in the backyard when you can have it at SOME
OTHER PLACE and commute to work? Your family can enjoy swimming, fishing mid playing in the sun, while you work and you can spend
your evenings relaxing on a hill overlooking the lake.
Mon.—Thurs. SPECIAL . . . First night FREE to get acquainted,
thereafter $3.00 nightly for camp area and $1.00 extra for hookups.
+ All campsites overlooking the lake
+ One of the most beautiful beaches on the lake
+ Rental boats available,or bring your own boat. We have
a cement launching ramp.
+ Games for you and the children.
+ Pontoon boats for family enjoyment.
If you don't have a camper come anyway, we have modern
housekeeping cottages available. Phone for reservations 436-5519

SOME OTHER PLACE

5. •

formerly KLINE'S boat dock. New Concord, Ky. 15 miles S. on 121
follow the signs.

Five Pot

Jas

Freed C

Healing
She'
Nth at Chic:

Boone's
1.4
Tbe Cleaner

Lassiter McKinney Datsun
Open Evenings Till 8:00
So. 12th St.

Randy Th4
it Ceneitienine-R

Service

753-7114

1102 Chest
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Baptist

Nazarene

Church Of Christ

Murray Church
Scotts Greve
10 a.m.
&Owl
Worship Service
11:00 am, Sunday
Worship Serve
11 a.m.
Evening worship
7:30p.m.
Locust Greve Church
Morning
Worship
TSa.m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Everwitv Worship
7 p.m.
Morning Warship
11 am.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
West Fork
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Warship

I p.m.

Wzrzr,1

Morning
Evening Worship

Willed,310 Orval Ave.
10a.m
Sunday School
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Untied. New Concord
104.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
loam.
Worship Services
11 a.m.,7:30
p.m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School
10:00
Worship service
11:00

Nat'l Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

•

University

a

•
a

10:30 a.m.
6:00p.m.

Orem Plain
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

•

10:45 a.m.
7p.m.

West Murray
Morning Warship
10:504.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

a

Union Grave
Morning Worship
10:504.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Seventh& Poplar
Worship Service
10:40a.m.
Evening Service
6 p.m.

New Concord

7 p.m.

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Ake•11111J1eAlineneRF11111116111 1101101)1114111411•PileftenPAKSPAPAOMPAIIALIPAPRefillifileileaeitee Penang the ogee p.pepepqpepIp.ip0CPb
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New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Pentecostal
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Methodist

Paleatifie United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday, 10 am. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Sunday School
Grovel° a.m.
Worship
Service
seempmesm
11 a.m.

Morning Service
10:508.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
litesent Valley
Morning Worship
11 4.M.
Evening Worship
6p.m.

Presbyterian
•

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 am.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.M.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:500.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Wish/wart
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Evening Worship 6:30

Morning Worship
10:45a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Geed Shepherd United
1:30a.m.
Worship Service
10:30 a.m.
usited
Schooatie
l
sreski
Sunday
el
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
I. 2nd Sundays. 11 &Tn. 3rd
Sunday, S. 6 p.m. ah Sunday.
Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
and itth Sundays, 6:30 P.m. 2nd
Sunday, & 9:30 a.m. aid SundaY
lodoilliallance United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 1st 8.
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday,
9:30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Kirtifiey United
Warning Warship
11:00s.m.
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

Coldwater United
—

Flint baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Cherry Center
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Salem Baptist
11 am.
Morning Worship
7:15p.m.
Evening Worship

Church Schad
Worship Serv ice

10:00
11:00

Liberty Cemberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11•.m.
Worship Service
North Piesant Grove
10 a.m.
School
Sunday
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Oak Greve
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Meant Plosaat
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9:30a.m.
Church School
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.

•
•

3

Ia

Other
Denominations

First Christian
Worship Services
10:30 a.m., 7
pm
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE

-ill

JOICKLIwk PIIINTIPs mulct

The Businesonan's Choice For Fine Printing

-:- Murray, Kentucky

Take Your Children
To Church ...
Don't Send Them
Stokes Tractor G implement Co.
Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service

Phone 753-1319

Cars
Phone 753-6448

Top Quality Used

Shirley Florist

I II 0 ,

illeVeneS ha AN Occasions
Member F.T.O.
753-3251
502 N. 4th St.

Palace Drive-In
Five Points

•

Try sharing laughter with your friend.

•

in Your Future

.

s

. r_41 _ .1
'I,.•:.

.

.' i.

1

1.,

,---,:.:.4,:„., , , , ,:
, ,-,.,. .

-I

—

IA.

Local Churches
Welcome Vi'sitors

Dunn TV & Appliance

,

s

1

"For where der treasure is, !Mrs nil re Medi is sh."
..,,

Compliments of

Grecian Steak House

Sales and Service
Admiral - Tappan - Whielonni
Phone 753-3037
118 South 12th

Phone 753-79112

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR ROST .
peeks - Chaps . Seafeed Metes - Sandwiches
Spodols: lidoo., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Itilieye Weak
Wed., Ground Sirlein • Thurs., Chicks. - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 Call In Orders to '753-4419

110000
1

Try Our Delicious Beef Ind Ham SandwichS
Sycamore at 12th
Call In Orders 753-7101,

Holmes

Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
Mini 711 4832
lith at Chestriiii

Boone's incorpo rated
Cleaner That's Interested In Us

Randy Thornton Service Co.
fair Conditlersing-Heati rig -Com mercial Refrigeration
Service Through Knowledge
Phone 753 8181

Grain Division
Ellis. M.'i
E W. 0031 ind. Supt.
1'1“.
1”1• 75.1 WO

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads
- Meats
• Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service • Often Sundays

Your Fertilizer Needs"
l'Inam• 733 1933
Murro, li%

"For All

Hwy. 641 Nort.1,

r

Every Tumidity at 1 p.m. - Ph. 753-5834
HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

Storey's Food Giant

Hemp/ Penny Chicken • Pizza - -Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phan...
, 7512107

Its Best — Fine Feed
Phone 753-2202

Mr & Mrs. Wm. A. Jones, owners
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
606 S. 4th

Sales, Parts, Service - Complete Beating Supplies
Raft Co. Phone 753-3734
94 E. at Murray Bait

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

1105

ver
.

•

Niue

allock E. of S 13th - Phone 753 1489

Tonic-p
FOr A Mental And Spiritual
Try Going To Church.

Rudy Lovett

Claude Vaughn

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires—ltatterits—ficcessories -

(
311
•171)
South 2nd St.

Smiles Never Go Up
In Price
Nor Down In Value
Plumbing, Heating end Air Conditioning
Co, mercial and Residential — Sales & Service
Repars 8. Instalirtion — Gas & Sewer
501 N. 4th
. PhOne 7534168

Phone 753-1673

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice

Kudii ,.,.0,
i) .B..., ,,„._0,2
yttii. and J:iyccarriosi
MURRAY. KENTUcKY

1 /'

Ph. 753-7713

Murray

Phone 753-5802

295

Ph. 753-3571

Ward-Elkins

No. 4th

Street

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
'wilding Slacks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street

Phone 753O12

Carroll Tire Service
Your UM-Royal Tire Dealer

4th

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service
Your Johnsen Meters Dealer

Residential - Commercial - Farm — Building Lots
Leasing
and Lake Property— Buying. Selling
518 Vsr Mrin
Maw 753 ril.!-I

Bel Air Shopping Center

Trenholm's Drive-In

needles At

1415 Main Street

RESIDENTIAL
Buildings

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Phone 753 2i00

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Murray Livestock Co.

.
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Set.
Plate Lunches Deity • Benimid Item Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753 341112
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

:
i-i,
11

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

"It's Finder LickM' Geed"

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
011 Hwy.61 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

Put first things first,
Attend Church

Southside Restaurant

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

mi So.

Complete Banking Service. Member FDIC
Phone 753-3231
500 Ma m
Branch Office So. 12th & Story 753-6655

Sale

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

COMMERCIAL

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

Jas D. Clopfon - Div.

802 Chestnut

W•lhows .••••••••••• ...en. S.-4

share an ice cream cone. Better yet, share God.
a
le.
is lid We ard Wd lid ad lid MAIMS Ird weird Ifd lid VII Ifd yew
ve WI be Sid lid baled ord
6816611016VddniedVdendard 6666n84118ve an we wa we

Wm. E. Dodson. Owner

TI,

3
3
3
3

Samaritan without pondering the consequences.

a

Keitilekt Fried &dm

Ambassador- Hornet- Matador- Gremlin-Jeep

...-......

'
s Good
True friendship means automatically becoming God

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

. Cain &Trees Motor Sales

A

will I get out of it.

a

Seventh Day Adventist
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service

t. t., 1.

pi Amsdoen
Five Points

questioning why, how much will it cost, or what

•
a

Immanuel Lutheran
9 15 a.m.
Sunday School
10 30a m.
Morning Worship

3

question. A being there without really having to be.
A doing without being asked to do. A giving without

Ph. 753-300

am. 73.14357
era mem

Industrial Road

There is nothing quite like a good friend; someone to trust
and believe in. True friendship evolves from mutual belief
in and respect for each other. It is a silent answer to the unspoken

•

St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.

'a

: ,.::.;,P' .......

paints

443 MB* St.

slap backs and maybe brush away a tear or two.

5.

., .
I,1 1 L, Lk. 11 L li U. LI'. li

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin

Moore •

a.

S.
41

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11 a m., 7 p.m.

s

Five Points

1110 Main
411MIIIIMIIIIIIRRIIIIImr

S.

ou get a wonderfully warm feeling when you see kids stop scrapping, patch up
their differences and start sharing for a change. Often they become friends
for life.
Doubtless you get the same warm feeling when you see old friends
greet each other after a long separation. They hang on by hand as they

An in

Free pick-op II, delivit
ior
,f.- '-- — -It* ' •
We live $ hit Green St

G i

They BEIN V1 in Each Other

a

Church of Jesus Christ
10 a.m.
Mornino Worship
Of Latter Day Saints
11 a.m. Sunday School
Sunday School
10 a.m.
First Methodist
Church
St. Lee Catholic
Worship
8:456 10:506.m.
Sunday Mass Sam., 11 a.m., 4:30
Russells Chapel United
P.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m. Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
11 cm.
Morning Worship
11 a m
Worship Service
Goshen Methodist
Jehovah's Witeesses
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
10. 30 a m
Watchtower
3rd Sundays, 7 P.m. 27x1 & 4th
9 30a m
Bible Lecture

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays. 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

3

a.

Sundays

Christian

•
•

•
at

Temple Hill United

Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9.45 a.m. 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Colos's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a.m. 2nd
Sunday, 10:45 a.m. 4th Sunday

k

a

Phone 753-3549

Hendon's Service Station
MIMS

66

Owed On Sunday

pions"

Prediods

No. 4th Street- , Phone 75.1-11112

Lynhurst Resort
Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brows— Owners

Phone 436-2345 and 436-5376

Roberts Realty

Victor • Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753- 1 -4 13
403 Maple

ma

14014 Roberts- Rooters - Ray Roberts
Phone 7511651 - 546W. main - NM 753-3634

,11::
;%
...it

IO

.
OOOOtoti,

GO

1.11,1t11

Complete Auto Repair
GEORGE DOWDY,OWNER

103 N. 7th

Ph 753-616I

The Ledger & Times
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Most farm accidents can be avoided by
checking machinery and farm grounds for
potential safety hazards. Use patience and
care while operating farming equipment.
Every year needless and costly accidents
occur on farms at an alarming rate. You
can do your part this year to help keep

CP'
•%,•,
.03

—

these statistics down . . . Keep safety in
mind at all times!

PROTECT YOURSELF
WORK SAFELY...

CHECK
YOUR FARM
FOR SAFETY
NOW...

1

relf-Insta
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Many reasons pro
why people attempt
their own television
fortunately, the at
these people are too
and their resulting c
often leads to hut
due to electrocution

According to Un
Laboratories, a not
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safety, power lines p
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to the novice intent
ing his own anteni
antenna makes tho
contact with one
deadly lines, there
second chance to U
what was done wroi
qualified technician
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JULY 25-31

WEST KENTUCKY

RURAL ELECTRIC
COOPERATIVE
CORPORATION
lele Ed Walker,
Imager

NOT IN VAIN18-month-old g
fusion from his
zoo. Si

k

'••••,

Baseball
Standings

Ii

OHIO WANTS $500,000 IN TAXES—Ohio Tax Commissioner Robert J. Kosydar
says the owners of "Big Muskie," world's largest earth moving machine being used
in strip mining near Zanesville, owe nearly $500,000 in state taxes. The owners,
Commonwealth Plan, Inc., Boston, Mass., contend the huge machine has experienced many breakdowns and, due to "down time," should be considered as being
"under construction" and therefore not taxable.

the first world war, the Laboratories began to realize a tremendous growth. Underwriters'
engineers became involved in
by UL Pubuc Information Office
testing of every conceivable
product from airplanes and safes
to shatterproof glass. No longer
Where It All Began
to convince inOver eight decades have passed since Thomas Edison awakened was it necessary
servrelatively somber America to a new and somewhat startling dustry of the Laboratories'
goverrunent
reation the incandescent light bulb. Bursting upon a scene of ice. Industry and
they
for
Underwriters',
to
came
eckless enthusiasm, the light bulb faced its first major test at
hicago's Columbian Exposition in 1893 as once dimmed midways realized the essential part UL
nd expositions were suddenly illuminated in a breathtaking dis- was playing in safety.
Today UL tests over 30,000
lay, However, lethal and untried electrical hook-ups resulted in
evasting fire damage, thus prompting a concerned Chicago Board products each year, and its
trained inspectors conduct 200,I Fire Underwriters to call in
000 factory inspections to check
n electrical investigator from
on the production of items ortgton—William Henry Merrill.
nally tested in its Laboratories.
Merrill's intensive investigaIn looking toward the future,
ions led to the discovery of the
Underwriters' Laboratories
bounding hazards in electricity
that public safety is a
knows
only
hat were capable of not
serious business. Progressing
estroying property but life as
complexities of a technically orell. Realization of these haziented society, vastly increasing
rds and the need to inform an
numbers of new consumer items
Mernaware public prompted
and scientific sojourns into outer
remain in Chicago and
Ill
space have all contributed to the
ound Underwriters' Laboratocreation of the most significant
ries.
hazards to human life in history.
A desperate need by a burThey have also created the greateoning electrical industry for a
est challenge for a "safety sent of- safety standards resulted
tinel" to test, establish and
n a wide acceptance of Undermaintain the highest level of
riters' Laboratories' testing
standards possible in order that
procedures and the beginning of
accidents. loss of life, and propa long public service record. By
erty damage can be held to a
900 the Laboratories had alminimum.
eady expanded and were recogUnderwriters' laboratories, s.
lied as an authority on tire
not-for-profit organization testprevention. World War I. the
ing for public safety, has been
war to end war, exploded upon
accepting that challenge for the
the public scene and UnderEdison's incandeseent Light
past 78 years, and will continue
into
steps
first
its
began
writers
Bulb
to de so as long as there re.,..diversification. Testing procedin any product
ures were expanded to include reitors for use in Irnmur.ifice maine
for property damage and permr"such diverse items as underwater plants
Since the beginning days of sonal injury or death.
acetylene torches and flame ar-

Sights On Safety

t1
•••

elf-Installation of TV
Aerial Can Be Deadly
Many reasons prevail as to
why people attempt to install
their own television aerial. Unfortunately, the majority of
these people are too unskilled
'and their resulting carelessness
often leads to instant death
due to electrocution.

•

According to Underwriters'
Laboratories, a not-for-profit
organization testing for public
safety, power lines probably offer the most significant hazard
to the novice intent on installing his own antenna. If the
antenna makes the slightest
contact with one of these
deadly lines, there may be no
second chance to think about
what was done wrong. Even a
qualified technician is apt to
make that fatal mistake, 90 if

you are a novice use all possible caution, but preferably,
use a technician who knows
what he is doing.
Once installed, every antenna
mast should be well grounded
in strict accordance with National Electrical Code. This code
calls for metallic connections
to run at least 8 feet into the
ground.
Surprisingly, a vast number
of persons still believe a television antenna acts as a lightning rod and protects the
house. These people couldn't be
more wrong. Being the highest
Point on a house, the antenna
does attract ligntning bolts, but
without a proper ground, a

charge can sidellash and cause
a fire or blow-off part of the
roof, siding or chimney.
The two lead-in wires should
also be grounded through a device called an antenna discharge unit. The unit serves
two primary purposes. Plrst, it
reduces current leakage into
the set and secondly, it eliminates the static electric charges
which build up on the antenna.
Many people believe that appliances should not be touched during an electrical storm.
They are half-right, for lightning charges are capable of
entering appliances through
power lines, and to prevent
this entrance, a devior called
,:Ala -f• used.
a lightning prat
Such a device at.pass
curia,
the charges to t 1,"
thus preventing them from entering the wiring system in the
home. But beware, a protector
Is not 100% guaranteed and
current could manage to leak
through. All in all. it's wise to
refrain from touching any appliance while lightning persists.
If you must install your own
luitenna. remember these two
basic things which may save
your life: Stay away from
power lines, and always use a
proper ground for antenna and
lead-in wires.

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

NOT IN VAIN—Nurse Barba!a Erollman watches Sam,
18-month-old gorilla,-•after he received a blood transfusion from his-Tither Hatari at the Cincinnati, Ohio,
zoo. Sam has a serious blood disorder.

•
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1 Arabian
prrnent
4 Conjunction
6 Later
11 Occupant
13 Tolled
15 Symbol for
tantalum
16 Cut
18 Teutonic deity
19 Conjunction
21 Girl's name
22 Food fish
24 Pierce
26 CM injury
28 New Zealand
parrot
29 Chemical
compound
31 Antlered
animal
33 Physician
(.56'1
34 Filament
36 Meadows
38 Pronoun
40 Highway
42 Freshet
45 Man's name
47 Weary
49 English
streetcar
50 Parcels of land
52 Transaction
54 Symbol for
silver
55 Man's
nickname
56 Encomium
59 Enlisted man
(colloq )
61 Keep
63 Tenacious
65 Sleeping
quarters
(colloq.)
66 Printer's
measure
67 Room in harem

2 Animals
3 Indefinite
*dick.
4 Girl's name
5 Long legged

By United Press International
American League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
63 38 .624 ...
Baltimore
58 44 .569 5%
Boston
2
1
4 48 .529 9/
Detroit
al 54 .486 14
New York
41 59 .410 214t
Washington
42 61 .408 22
Cleveland
West
W. L. Pct. GB
63 38 .624 .
Oakland
92 .520 .10%
Kansas City
51 55 .48114%
Calif°, aia
48 54 .471 15%
Chicago
46 55 .455 17
Minnesota
43 58 .426 20
Milwaukee
Thursday's Results
Milwaukee 3 Boston 0
California 7 Cleveland 2
Detroit 10, Kansas City 9
Chicago 4, New York 0
Oakland at Bait, ppd., rain
Wash at Minn, ppd., rain

AIR
CONDITIONING
SERVICE
Phone 753-8119
Step into the
Wonderful

FLORIDA
WORLD
of the

Vo9ci9er

rv.tc=

DAYTONA BEACH
\\\

Saturday's Games
New York at Minnesota
Washington at Milwaukee
Boston at Chicago
RECOVERY SHIP—This is the helicopter carrier Okinawa, the recovery ship for the
California at Detroit
Apollo 15 splashdown. Its recovery voyage has a 12 - day schedule with a specified
Dakland at Cleveland Kansas
point for each day, beginning 1,100 miles south of Hawaii and ending
recovery
night
City at Baltimore,
some 300 miles northwesterly of Hawaii.
National League
East
planted in the embassy by the
W. L. Pct. GB POT SMUGGLERS
EMBASSY BUGGED
67 37 .644 ...
Pittsburgh
MEXICO CITY (UPI)—A
TOKYO (UPI)—Japan's em
57 48 .543 1044 pair of pickled pepper packers bassy in Moscow has been
St. Louis
55
47
.539 11 have been picked up by police "bugged" with electronic listenChicago
52 49 .515 134', for packing pot in pepper ing devices, a Foreign Ministry
New York
45 60 .429 22/
Philadelphia
2 packets and peddling it, police spokesman said today.
1
41 63 .394 26 said today.
Montreal
West
They said Jesus Flores and
Masaji Sato, chief of th.
TO
W. L. Pct. GB Alfonso Soto had been canning
ministry's secretariat, declined
San Francisco 63 43 .594
the marijuana in the Nogales
such device:
North Tenth & Main
54 51 .514 8/
Los Angeles
2 Packing Plant for more than a to say how many
1
had been found.
55 53 .509 9
Atlanta
to
it
year and exporting
Immediately Wirth
52 51 .505 944
Houston
California and New York in
49 58 .458 1544 cans wrapped with brand-name His statement followed a
Cincinnati
of Memorial Baptist
38 68 .35826 labels of hot peppers and other report in a Tokyo newspaper
San Diego
of
"large
today
numbers"
that
Church on Tenth Street
Thursday's Results
Mexican foods such as chongos. listening devices have beer
Atlanta 4 San Francisco 2
St. Louis 3 N.Y. 1(8 inngs rain)
REISKELL RELEASED
San Diego 5 Cincinnati 1
LAKE FOREST, III. (UPI)—
Pittsburgh 1 Los Angeles 5
Running back Ted Heiskell was
(Only games scheduled)
released Wednesday by the St.
Phone 753-127z
Louis football Cardinals, dropToday's Probable Pitchers
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
1
Chicago (Hands 9-111 at New ping the club's training camp
We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had
roster to 63.
York (Gentry 8-8), night.
Cincinnati (Nolan 8-111 at Los
Angeles (Sutton 9-10), night
Atlanta (Kelley 5-31 at San
ANOTNERE)
Diego (Arlin 5-13), night.
MUST RE A
DILLON 51AR5
Pittsburgh ( Kison 2-0) at San
IN THE Mk.
2-1 ,
Francisco (Carrithers
night.
Houston (Forsch 5-4 and
Grief 0-1) at Montreal (Strohmayer 3-3 and Stoneman 12-9),
2, two-night.
St. Louis (Cleveland 9-9 and
Taylor 2-0) at Philadelphia
Nancy
(Short 6-11 and Lersch 4-9i, 2,
twi-night.
TOO
THEY SAY
REALISTIC
MUST TRY
THE HORSES
Saturday's Games
ARE VERY
THE NEW
Chicago at New York
REALISTIC
MERRY-GO- ROUND
Pittsburgh at San Francisco
IN THE PARK
Houston at Montreal, night
St. Louis at Philadelphia, night
4lea
Cincinnati at Los Angeles, night
Atlanta at San Diego, night

WHITEWAY
BARBER SHOP

8ring your lighthearted spirit ... we
supply everything else to romp IN
rest by the sparkling sea!
•All rooms & suites are
oceanfront and have private
balconies
• 2 Olympic pools,
1100 ft. of private beech
•Color TV, phones, room service
• Air conditioned & heated
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
• Golf & Tennis privileges
•9 hole putting green
• Game room, shuffleboard, baby
sffter service
• Planned entertainment
• Across frown shopping center,
bowling, theatre
• Near Jai Alai, Dog Racing,
Auto Racing
• Great deep sea fishing
Write for tree brubsrs, rates.
Credit cards Isisersd:
Americas Lamm Diners Cab,
Amsricard. Muter Clam

HAS MOVED

I

WALLIS DRUG

Voyager Reach Motel Oceantruot Resort
2424 PI Atlantic Ave , 090
Daytona leach, Florida
Name
Address
City

State-••110•••••••••••
=•Del•D011in•

df
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Heavenly body
Short jacket
Edge
For example
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60 Mountain in
Crete
62 Preposition
UP
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ON A MINUTG'S NoTic.E
YoU MUST IRE PIZEPAR_ED
To FIONT AND OM Fent.
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LII Abner
Vii-iAT ARK
Vs/i-AAMESA.A5?

HERE '5
ONE"
LOOK
AT IT—

IT LOOKS LIKE
A LI'L DANCER,

DOESN'T IT-OF-THE TaPE ONCE
CALLED

CLOSER

HOOTCNIE
)KOOTCHIE—

TNIS ONE.15 ABOUT RD
IN-OSSOM!! NOSE-MIAONS
, ON,EVERYBODY!!
EvER•iEsocri MALE,
THAT IS!!

•
Si

•

ect

DOWN
1 Unit of
Siamese
currency

Now Offers

Today's Probable Pitchers
New York (Bahnsen 9-8) at
Minnesota (Corbin 7-7), night.
Washington (13osrnan 8-11) at
Milwaukee (Lopez 2-5), night.
Boston (Siebert 14-5) at
Chicago (Horlen 5-8), night.
California (Messersmith 10-9)
at Detroit (Denehy 0-3), night.
19-3) at
Oakland (Blue
Cleveland (Foster 5-10), night:
Kansas Cith (Drago 12-5) at
2 - 0),
Baltimore (Leonhard
night.

Clothing
Toll
Youngsters
Spanish article
Walked
unsteadily
12 Conjunction
14 Gloomy
17 Walk wearily
20 Solemn wow
23 Stamp of
37 Girl's name
approval
24 Compass point 38 Distance runner
25 Ursine animal 39 Worn away
41 Colorless
27 Golf mounds
43 labeled
30 Disturbance
44 Printer's
32 Transported
measure
with delight
46 Nee
48 Esc pe
35 Dried grapes
6
7
8
9
10

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

<-74r-a
Cclaara.-Di tr. by United Feature 9

"7 to
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

PORE FIXTURES

Claude L Miller
Realtor
19 acres plus good house plus concrete block shop
building, scenic location, one mile from south
edge of town, located on black top road. Let us
show you this reasonably priced property.

Racks - Tables - Chairs - Counters I Mirrors - Sign Holders
JUST EVERYTHING
I at SACRIFICED PRICES
Ideal for
Home, Office - School
Lake Cottages

62 acres 3 miles south of Ken-Lake with 1/2 mile of
road frontage on Ky. 94 and a mile of frontage On
Hico Road. Good tenable land with some forest.
Creek flows thru property. Suitable for farming,
cattle, subdividing or commercial purposes.

I Beik's Dept Store.!

30 acres, old house, well, on good road only 1 1 2
miles from lake. Priced at only $4,750.00.

NICE LAKE front apartment for
rent for up to four persons.
Everything furnished including
row boat, linens, etc.-TV.& air
conditioned. $60 per week. Phone
J31C
436-5320.

NICE FURNISHED apartment,
144 block from sports arena.
Water furnished, $70.00 per
month, couples only. Call 7533805.
A2C

PLENTY TRAILER space;
beautiful, quiet living. Highway
No 121, Kentucky Lake, Division
No 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
August2C
Murray. Kentucky.

FURNISHED HOUSE with two
bedrooms, large kitchen, fully
carpeted, rec-room, air conditioned. Located at Panorama
Shores. Available Aug. 30-May
13, couples only. $140.00 per
month. Phone 753-8846.
ASP

-10' WIDE TWO bedroom trailer,
private with air-conditioner and
automatic washer $70.00 per
month, also one 8' wide two
bedroom, $50.00 per month. Call
J30C
489-2.595.

Choice shady building sites in North Hills subdivision adjoining city limits at old 641 North.
City Water and gas. Lots priced from $1,250 to
$2,500.

Murray, Ky. Phone 753-3773
V
Store Hours: 9:00-4:30
.411111111Iw -4111MIN. 111MIllw 4.1111111104
41111110,

I

3-BEDROOM FURNISHED
apartment, living room, kitchenNICE APARTMENTS, one
dining area, private bath and
bedroom furnished, two bedroom
hall, air conditioned, lots of
unfurnished. Call 753-5079. J31C
closet space, private entrance,
located 1303 Chestnut, adjoining
NICE TWO bedroom apartment,
Phone 753-8648.
A2C
all carpeted, near University. college.

For action on the sale of your property list it with
us!

Roadside Botany

CLAUDE L. MILLER
REALTOR
John C. Neubauer, Associate Broker

Don't Downgrade Cattails

418 Main Street
Home Phone 753-3059

Phone 753-5064
Home Phone 753 7531

NEW ONE-BEDROOM furnished
apartment, living room, kitchendining area, private bath, wall to
wall carpet, air conditioned,
adjoining college, 1303 Chestnut.
Phone 753-8648.
A2C

Call 753-7550.

A4C

FOR SALE OR TRADE

2-BEDROOM APARTMENT, ANTIQUE CHINA cabinet and
with stove and refrigerator. table, will sell or trade for old
Phone 753-2721,
J31C model used car. Phone 492-8147 or
A2C
437-4155.
NICE FURNISHED two bedroom
apartment, carpeted and airconditioned. Available August 10.
Married couple only. May be seen
at Kelley's Pest Control, located
100S. 13th St.
J31C

Wet
loletip

PRICED 'TO MOVE by owner,
brick home durably built for
future retirement, leaving town
because of business. Desirable,
Vacation Cabin
quiet location, near university,
ated on Kentucky Lake
new high school and elementary.
urnished 2 bedroom, in3large bedrooms and 2 full baths.
luding linens, dishes, T.V.
imConvenient kitchen with eating
ir conditioner. Rent by day, DOES YOUR figure need
proving? Call Shapemakers of
space, and desired counters and
reek or month.
Murray 753-2962. Weight loss
shelves. Large living room and
A25C
guaranteed.
patio opening onto attractive
private lawn. Abundant wardrobe and storage space
PARTIALLY WOODED lot, throughout house. Extra large
NOTICE
105'x180' in Sherwood Forest. garage-possible income
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
Phone 753-7358, after 400
not receive your
do
you
If
18th.
apartment. Located 104 N.
TFC
paper by six p.m. call 753J31C one and two bedrooms. Washers
010.
Call 753-6577.
and dryers available. Zim- 9269 between 6:00 and 6:30
The coition was a commodity (still is) on prairie marshes.
merman Apartments, South 16th
p.m.
J30C
Street. Phone 753-6609.
L even wild mustard and parsnip
By GROVER 'JUNKMAN
Written Especially for Central dotting the roadsides in profuBALDWTN PIANOS and organs
sion all get their share of miPress and This Newspaper
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
For rent or sale. Rent applies to
in,
Murray
from
miles
10
Lake,
HEAD OUT ON ANY HIGH- lady's Ahs' and Ohs' But rareRFD 1, HARDIN, KY 42048
Piano
Two Purchase. Lonardo
WAY at the moment, and if ly IS the ancient cattail gloriShores.
Panorama
Company,
from
across
Post
you observe the roadside botany fied even a wee bit.
room,
bedrooms, 16x16 ft. living
PHONE
KEN-LAKEsil
Thos cattail has a long history
office, Paris,Tenn.
J30C
once you leave the urban scene,
central
room,
dining
seperate
iD4-6559
150z
you'll start seeing clusters of that out-focuses many of its
airand
heat
electric
ON
KENTUCKY
80
more-publicized contemporaries.
cattails.
is
conditioning, all new appliances, JANE'S CERAMIC Shop
The cattail shows its brown Even in prehistoric days, the
lessons August 3 from
including washer. On private lot. starting
cylindrical head over much of cattail was a model for rude
A3NC 6:30 to 9:30 each Tuesday and
the country, yet somehow it's drawings on cliffsides. The
Phone 436-5571.
Thursday night. Large variety of
REASONABLY PRICED-BANK FINANCING
gotten a bad press. What a plains Indians used the roots for
food, a starchy dish that resemgreenware. For more inshame!
DISPLAY
HOMES OPEN FOR INSPECTION
Its brown flowers in cylin- bled our own mashed potatoes
UNFURNISHED APARTMENT formation phone 753-6533.
A3C
WA fe.tt SYSTEM- 31)00
APPROVED
AIRPORT
us
inform
journals
Yellowed
drical terminal spikes are beauat 206 South 9th Street. Phone 492INFORMATION,
CALL
FOR
OR
in
WRITE
settlers
early
Virthe
that
tiful! It served as potatoes for
8727.
J30C HAVE TWO
story block building,
the red man when food WWI ginia made a succulent soup by
scarce; and our great-grand- boiling the young blossoms.
can have Free for removing from
• • •
cabin
FRONT
on
LAKE
Ken63801
fathers used it many times as
303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, mib.NOURI,
property. Phone 753-4032, from
PIONEER families used the
tucky lakep-ltent by day,
a torch to light his way. Bibles
PHONE-AREA CODE ( 3141 471-1348 or 471-1716
8:30 to 4:30 p.m.
J 30C
and
molds,
candle
as
stems
long
were read by pioneer
weekend, or week, everything
OWNER SELLING custom-built
brick home. Three bedrooms, two
baths,large living room,den with
access to patio in fenced-in
backyard with trees, convenient
kitchen, and utility room.
Abundant closet space, outside
storage room for lawn equipment. Located near new high
school building. Phone 753-7105, if
no answer call 753-8787.
J31P

FOR RENT

PIRATES COVE
SUBDIVISION

1, NTUCKYWEST

.rt)
(E

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE

CLYDE WILSON

parents,
using cattail torches.
The cattail has many folklore names
marsh beetles,
marsh pestles. bullseggs, cand'ewick and great seed MSC!.
In England the roots are boiled
in early spring and called Cos,--ack asparagus. But stateside
trip cattail is never brought into
f•sis except by the few dediated nature lovers who even
-•.:11*P a kind word for poison ivy.

IN RESTORED Salem VIILage, once the home of Ianc•oln.
there is a very pleasing mantel
decoration in one of the log
cabins. It is an ancient corn
likker jug, into the mouth of
which slender cattails were
pushed in onkarnental beauty.
Incidently the cattail is at Its
peak in mid-July. a reminder
the summer is fleeting, and autumn is just around the corner.
Although the cattail, down
through the centuries, has never
been associated with allergies.
It has suffered from a very indifferent public. The buttercups, the daisies, the asters,

Indian squaws, just as solicitous
A3C
Turnished.Call753-2250.
for their babies as young moth- KENIANA SHORES-Beautiful
DUPLEX-LARGE 3 bedroom
ers today, plucked the soft
Kentucky Lake lot facing T.V.A. .units, carpet, central heat and
down to line their papoose
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
boards for baby's comfort and 375' contour - 115'x209'x96'x117'. air, monthly income $310.00.

warmth.
Botanically, the cattail is an
unusual plant. It is a child of
the wind and thus propagates
itself. One cattail head produces as many as 175 million
pollen grains which are carried
on the breeze to fertilise the
pistils.
At this season of the year,
cattails stand in marshy places
like inverted exclamation points.
As autumn approaches, the
chocolate - brown, cylindrical
heads turn deeper-hued.
Farmers, believe it or not, are
friendly to cattails. Perhaps It's
because the plant does not invade their fields as do wild
mustard, wild parsnip, devil's
paintbrush and Johnson gram.
Too bad the cattail has had a
bad press. With the right public
relations men exploiting It,
"Cossack asparagus" might still
turn -into a botanical wonder!

MAMIE GETS THE FIRST-The first strike of the new
Eisenhower silver dollar is given to Mrs. Dwight D.
Eisenhower by President Nixon in the President's oval
,,ffire in Washington

Full price $3995 including water Phone 753-6302 or 753-3648. J31C
"tap in". Low & easy monthly,
payments. Phone 436-5320 for LOVELY FIVE bedroom home,
J31C full basement, large corner lot,
inspection.
75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
Miller. Asking 917,500.00 Phoric
753-4178.
TFC

317
Irvan

Living Room
Kitchen
Den
Bath
2 Bedrooms
Outside Storage
Large Lot
All Carpet
00ES NOT HAVE...
Swimming Poo!
Marble Steps
A Car Port
Or An Inflated Price
Call Gene Landolt
753-8175 or after
5:00 call 753-4707
SMALL FARM; good location;
business or future investment.
One mile East Murray, approximately 10 acres pasture.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
For appointment call 436TFC
2173.
HOUSE AND furniture,see at 506
N. bid. Phone 753-1979.
J30C

CARWASW SATURDAY, July
31st at 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. at
Clifford's Gulf at Five Points.
$1.50 per car.
J31C
two and three rooms, with
complete kitchen and private
bath for college boys near H & R USED FURNITURE is
A2P open Thurs., Fri., and Sat, only,
campus.Phone 753-5921.
from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on
TWO BEDROOM duplex with Hwy. 121 Concord Road. Lots of
central heat and air, fully car- nice used furniture and lots of
ed. Available Sept. 1. $125.00 antiques. Phone 753-6676, home
J31C
per month. Phone 753-9741. A5C phone 753-4716.

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, air conditioned,
water and sewerage furnished.
A5C
Phone 753-9741.
1963 FORD BUS, best bid over
$250.00. See at Memorial Church
lot. Owned by Baptist Student
Union.
A2C
1960 GTO. Been wrecked, has a
400 motor and automatic transmission. Both are in good Shape.
Phone 436-2104.
A2C
1965 V.W. SEDAN with sun roof.
Inquire at 732 Vine St. after 8:00
p.m.
A3P

ELECTROLUX SALES Si Service, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
Sanders, phone 362-2468, FarA5C
mington,Kentucky.

REVIVAL

AUG. 3rd thru
AUG. 8th

Locust Grove Church
of the Nazarene

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FOR SAIJ

TUCKER'S
BARGAIN CORNER
YOU'VE COME TO AN AD WORTH CIRCLING!
Tired of high heat bills? The owner of this four bedroom
house on College Farm Road never paid over $30.00 a month
last winter for heat. Great rental property for $10,500.00.
LIKE A CUTE ONE AROUND 18? WE HAVE 4
1. 1312 Kirkwood is brick,3 bedroom with range and garbage
disposal for $18,000.00.
2. 312 Woodlawn has fenced shaded backyard $17,900.00.
3. 705 Sycamore has a 248 ft. deep lot. House has carpets,
dishwasher, built in stove, beautiful drapes and 4 bedrooms Can you believe $18,000.00?
4. Great possibilities!! Plus 2 acres of land. Two bedroom,
den, fireplace, 3 miles from court square $18,500.00.
BARGAIN HUNTERS NEEDED!
Where else can you buy a 3 bedroom, carpeted home with
dining room and family room for $20,750.00? 1..et us show you.
Like a cozy home with washer, dryer, stove, and garbage
disposal waiting for you? Sound Good? Big yard for the kids
and dogs. 3 bedrooms,1'1 baths .. $21,500.00.
NEED A PAD, BAD??
Good location at 801 Sunny Lane has 3 bedrooms, carpets,
dishwasher, drapes,family room, patio. Another Bargain for
$21,875.00.
NEED A PLACE WITH ROOM?
this 3 bedroom, 14'2 bath, carpeted, brick home on Dodson
Ave. has nearly 2000 sq. ft. of space. Owner will sell for
$24,000.00. Man,that is only $12.00 a sq. ft.
MAKE SOMEONE HAPPY-YOUR WIFE,FOR INSTANCE
Why not own this lovely 3 bedroom brick home? Wall to Wall
carpeting, drapes, modern kitchen with everything, huge
utility room, 2 car garage, 2 baths, beautiful patio and intercom for only $29,500.00. Sheer comfort.
INVEST IN THE FUTURE
LIVE A LITTLE, RENT A LITTLE
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, good, comfortable home and the upstairs apartment is already rented for you. How bout that?
Instant income!
WE HAVE A BEAUTY, BUT NO BEAST!
This immaculate beauty in Bagwell Subdivision will really
catch your eye. From the inyiting foyer you enjoy the living
room and den leading out to a patio and your own private lily
p3nd. The charming 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, and large kitchen
will appeal to even a beast. You can't r..sist at 924,750.00.
DIRT CHEAP
100 acres of about the cheapest dirt you'll find anywhere.
PONDAROSA
The Cartwrights will envy this homestead of 425 acres priced
to sell now. Big business building for big business. Call big
Don about this one.
HAVE YOU BEEN TO GATESBOROUGH LATELY?
Drive out and be greeted by our signs. We have vacant lots,
and lots with houses on them.
No. 1 Feast your baby blue eyes on this white brick, 3
bedroom, 2 bath home. Large family room with fireplace,
kitchen with dishwasher, stove, disposal, and rows and rows
of cabinets. Formal dining room,study, 2 car garage, lots of
room and you pick your own carpets.
No. 2. In Gatesborough has all the comforts and beauty of
home no. 1 with an extra bonus of new drapes and partially
fenced backyard. Of course, both beauties have central heat
and air.
"6" LITTLE WORDS
"JUST WHAT YOU'VE BEEN LOOKING FOR"
Everything you ever wanted in a home is here on Audubon.
From the exciting foyer to the breath taking beauty of formal
dining. Each room is an experience you will love. 4
bedrooms, 242 baths, and a family room ideal for entertaining.
RENTAL PROPERTY LIKE YOU WOULDN'T BELIEVElarge brick house on N. 4th has 3 very modern apartments
with dishwasher, built-in stove, carpets, 3u2 baths and great
income. Watch your dollars grow.
Fantastic amount of rent could be yours each month with this
place one block from M.S.U. Campus. Owner is not eager to
sell but we are. We know a good deal when we see one. The
two buildings have 9 bedrooms, 4 baths and are partially
furnished.

DONALD TUCKER
REALTOR

FOR SALE OR RENT

- Member of Multiple Listings -

SEVEN ROOM house, airconditioned, electric heat, storm
windows. 1st floor carpeted
Available now. Call 753-3202
evenings.
.131('

Public Cordially Invited
Come and hear the good old
fashipn Gospel Preaching!

Office 753-4342 Home 753-5020
Associates . . .
Edna Knight
Pat Mobley
753-4342 - Office - 753-4342
753-4910 - Home - 753-8958

Central Shl
AMS 312 Road Gr
,Isdition. Phone 753-91
AKC TOY Poodles
Wetter Puppies. Phone

EST VARIET1
Kentucky. No i
ces. Country Boy
Army Surplus Folk
from HopkinsPllle, Ji
117 & 164. Open Sunda:
p.m.
REMOVE CARPET
spots: fluff beaten do
Slue Lustre. Rent
.00 at Big K.

SAWDIM.
ery Lumber Co.

EEZERS-NEW
&est,$224.40 deliver'
upright $244.66
ntgomery Ward,5

AMPER TOP for Oft
camper top is even wit
top,$150.00. Call 436-21
CU.FT.freezer. Ca
2586.

114' Ft. Aluminum BGE
With 5.2 HP Johnson
good shape,$295.00. a
5648.

AKC REGISTERED
black, 3 months, h
has had shots, dewor
1753-4913 before 5:00 p.

!1970 DATSUN statior
Conditioned, with rad
Phone 753-7117.

NEW TAPPAN ele
that was won at the
terested call 492-8212.

1970 HONDA 450 Scr
mileage, good cond
plete with helmets an
Phone 753-4115 after 6
J31C

1966 ALL-STATE cy
Worth more than
asking price. Phone 4'.

NEW TRUCK Load;
Cash & Carry. Ht
commercial type,
back, plush, indoc
prices start $2.50 aqua
to $3.95 square yard, r
Pick anything in hou
lasts. Also vinyl cush
$1.99 per sq. yd. Lost
buying.
Volume
Discount House, H
tucky,492-9733.

THAILAND BRONZE
pc., service for 12,
handles, teak wood
chased in Thailand, I
753-8512 after 8 p.m.

IT's inexpensive to
and upholstery with I
Rent new electric
$1.00. Western Auto
'The Wishing Well".

NORGE GAS dryer,
condition. Phone 4364

G.E. AUTOMATH
practically new, $10
5823.

USED AIR-CONDIT1
year old, good condi
437-4604.

GREEN BEANS for
freezing. $3.00 per b
containers and pick
Phone 753-7739.

'
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FOR SALE

AT 1513 KIRKWOOD, 4 bedroom brick, fire-place, formal
dining room, large living room, double garage, extra large
storage room and well lancLscaped lawn. This house has been
4 reduced to $36,000.00.
4
DRIVE OUT ON PARKLANE AND look at this two story
41 brick at 1705. Has four bedrooms, 2/
ths, nice carpeting,
2 baths,
1
41 all built-ins in kitchen, central heat and air and two car
• garage. Price only $34,000.00.

4

CAR
STEREOS

up

COMPONENT
STEREOS

'49"

PSYCHEDELIC LIGHTS

up

LOOKING FOR A REAL GOOD MEDIUM Priced 2 bedroom
brick? Go take a look at this place 242 miles South on 121
Highway. Lot size over an acre."Priced for quick sale at
$17,500.00.

4: AT 901 POPLAR IS AN OLDER FRAME home that is being
41 remodeled. This will be a good home when finished. Take a
4 look and make a bid. We want to sell.
41
THREE MILES NORTH,JUST OFF 641 we have a beautiful
41 3 bedroom brick. Has large den with fire-place, lots of closets
4 and 'built-ins, book shelves, two car garage, plus another
41 unattached two car garage. 1 ,z acre lot, plenty of shade.
$28,500.00.
41
4: IN KIRKSEY WE HAVE A GOOD &MID frame, 3
41 bedrooms, living room, family room, large kitchen, utility
room, bath and 2acre lot. Here is a good buy at $11,350.00.
43
43 AT 1512 HENRY STREET, YOU WILL see a fine 3 bedroom
4 home on a beautiful lot. Has central heat and air, family
SERVICES OFFERED
4; room,all the extras and a real nice out side storage building.
Also has double carport. Price $27,000.00.
PROFESSIONAL, EX43
PERIENCED painter, will work
,4 MILE NORTH. OF STELLA, REAL NICE 3 bedroom
.._1 '
contract jobs, on hourly basis, 4
II brick. Has formal dining room„,family room, living room,
has own equipment. Call 489J30C 4 kitchen with built-ins, sour carpet, 2 baths, also a large
2287.
shop building in back. Located on 100'x200' lot. This place is
41 a bargain at $26,250.00.
43
41 NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. 2 bedrooms
4: on each side,built-in kitchen and carpet. Price $25,500.00.

Phone 753-5865

ADAMS 312 Road Grader. Good 1962 10'x52' COLONIAL mobile
SERVICES OFFERED
diandition. Phone 753-98M. J30C home. Includes range and
refrigerator. Reasonably priced. FURNITURE REFINISHING
MCC TOY Poodles and Irish Call 753-9912.
J31P All work guaranteed. Free picker Puppies. Phone 753up and delivery. Free estimate
A1
USED FRIGIDAIRE Antique or natural finish. Jerry
Aug24C
refrigerator in excellent con- McCoy,753-3045.
EST VARIETY of pistols dition; set of encyclopedias- The
Kentucky. No increase in New Book of Knowledge, and
ices. Country Boy Stores, the portable typewriter in excellent
y Surplus Folks. 9 miles condition-Call 753-7105 or 753J31P
m Hopkin.sfille, Junction Ky. 8787.
& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
41 AT 1705 JOHNSON,4 BEDROOM BRICK. Has
Why settle for temporary
Aug30C 1970 MODEL 8 H.P. Ariens riding
m.
formal dining
wn mower, used only six times.
relief? Permanent results are
room,2 baths,living room,familyroom, utility room,double
4
and
paths
Billington-Forsee Tractor Co.
REMOVE CARPET
41 g,arage, patio and just across the streetfrom new high school.
guaranteed with the new
J31C
spots: fluff beaten down nap with Phone 753-2532.
231,900.00.
Enjoy
INSTANTRON.
41
111:ue Lustre. Rent shampooer
comfort.
"Feather-Touch"
J31C FOUR PIECE set of cast iron
.00 at Big K.
4 NEAR PANORAMA SHORES, JUST ACROSS the street
Call for consultation without
lawn furniture. Call 753-7292. J31C
4 from Banner's Grocery. Five acres with 2 nice homes. One a
& SAWDUST. W. M.'
obligation.
real nice brick and the other a cute little frame. All modern
,Avery Lumber Co., Puryear, WE HAVE several one and two
and plenty of trees. Price is right. Must sell altogether,
TFC ton pull type and mounted
4?
EEZEILS-NEW Li cu. rt. snappers. Both Ford and New
4 MILES WEST OF MURRAY, Nice 2 bedroom frame home
Billington-Forsee Tractor
dhest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft. Idea.
Brook
Mayfield
606
Haven
247-6698
Phone
with up to 50 acres of good level land. All under cultivation.
4'
J31C
upright $244.66 delivered, Co. Phone 753-2532.
al.
753Math
510
ontgomery Ward,
WILL DO sewing in my home.
HELP WANTED
4-I ON CATALINA DRIVE,2 BEDROOM BRICK,about 2 years
TFC 3000 FORD TRACTOR. Gas Phone 436-5424.
TFC
•
hg living room, bath, garage,
.00
kitcn,
87900
has la$7
ceof
oAltd.thReea nicelow
er steering, power wheels,
WOMAN
for
salad
WANTED:
43
CAMPER TOP for 8 ft. truck bed, cliff, lock-double clutch 328 actual
price
neat,
efficient
and
be
and
Must
pick-up
dept.
camper top is even with truck cab hours. Billington-Forsee Tractor WILL DO ironing,
4:
delivery. Phone 753-4618 after able to furnish good references.
top,$150.00. Call 436-2113.
J30C Co. Phone 753-2532.
J31C 00 p.m.
4:
AT 1626 HAMILTON WE HAVE ONE of the finest pieces of
J31C Expelienced preferred but will
5.
ProPectY Ave have Ire;tla(lliSted. On qua front floor
time
Full
learn.
to
willing
if
train
41
Incoilie
/14 CU. FT.freezer. Call 753work. Afternoon shift, No phone 41 level there are ..Istedroorni, large kitchen with all built-ins
FOR SALE
2506.
J30C
including refrigerator, formal dining room, large living
calls. Apply Colonial House
4" Plastic Wells
FOUR BEDROOM Brick
A2C 41 room, utility room, bath and nice carpet. On the back level
Smorgasbord.
Ft. Aluminum Boat & Trailer
home on 102 acre shaded
with plenty of parking space, there are 6 apartments,
AYLOR WELL
"th 51
2 HP Johnson motor, very
/
lot. Located 1 mile west of
DRILLING
NATIONAL SAFETY Associate 41 completely furnished. Total income 6570.00 per month. Call
Hazel on paved road. 2
gbod shape,$295.00. Call 436has immediate opening for three + for appointment so see this place.
Phone Puryear, Tenn.
A2C
baths, garage, carpeted
men in this area as part-time
247-5556
41
throughout. Price reduced
safety consultant. We train, no
ON IRVIN COBB ROAD, JUST ACROSS THE street from
Complete
Well
for quick sale. Owner
41 Marvin's Grocery, 3 bedroom frame, all carpet, den with
ykKC REGISTERED Chihuahua
have
must
experience
necessary,
Service
transferred.
being
housebroken,
black, 3 months,
car and phone. Call 753-1442. J31C 41 fire-place, living room, kitchen, 11-2 baths. This house is a
has had shots, dewormed. Phone
41 steal at $12,500.00. Also has a one acre lot.
A2C
Phone 498-8303
F53-4913 before 5:00 p.m.
HOMEWORKERS
WANTED
CUSTOM HAY BALING and put part-time,full-time work at home 41 COUNTRY LIVING WITH ALL CITY conveniences. five
A4C mailing our circulars. For details 41 miles East in Grove Heights. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths. kitchen
1970 DATSUN station wagon, air REGISTERED POINTERS and in barn. Phone 753-8090.
conditioned, with radio and rack. Setters. Puppies and older dogs.
rush self-addressed, stamped
with built-ins, central heat and air, double garage and large
A2C
'Phone 753-7117.
A2C WILL BUSHILOG vacant lots envelope and 35c to US En- 41 lot. Price $19,000.00.
Call Bob Eiazzell 753-5169.
inside city limits. Reasonable terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
NEW TAPPAN electric stove CREOSOTED POLES for pole rates. Phone 753-3798.
AlOC Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC 4g
4 AT NORTH 16TH STREET AND BYPASS we have a nice
that was won at the fair. If in- barn construction, utility poles
TANK cleaning, back IUTCHEN AND Dining room
house on corner, business lot. Also good vacant lot. Ideal spot
J3OP and boat docks. Murray Lumber SEPTIC
terested call 492-8212.
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753, help wanted. Apply in person 41 for business of most any kind. Call us and take a look at this
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
5933.
fine property.
SePi:2C before 1:00 p.m. or after 5:00
1970 HONDA 450 Scrambler, low Kentucky.
ITC
p.m. at the Grecian Steak House,
mileage, good condition. ComWILL REMOVE damaged T.V. Highway 641.
J30C + 29 ACRES 1 MILE EAST OF TEl CITY on Highway 94. 2
plete with helmets and back rest. AKC REGISTERED Doberman
753PhOne
houses.
from
antennas
bedroom frame, stock barn, good fence, part wooded. Price
Phone 753-4115 after 6:00 p.m.
Pinscher; 90 cc Yamaha, good
5:00p.m.
ASP WHY PINCH PENNIES when 41 $16,800.00
horse; 8578 after
J31C
condition; racking
you can earn dollars selling 41
ASPHA mare,2 yr. old colt, file
guaranteed Avon products? And + GOOD 2 BEDROOM FRAME AND 15 acres of land 2 miles
1966 ALL-STATE cycle, 250 cc. yearling. Phone 753-1348.
A2C
FOR YOUR BLOCK AND
rove. 5 acres woods,this would make a nice.
Ltynzge
h olfen
ouirten
it is easy to get started right in off rSet
Worth more than the $125.00
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
your own community. Call collect
asking price. Phone 436-5570.J30C SAINT BERNARD pups, AKC
CALL
after 6 p.m. 365-9424 or write Mrs.
registered. Easy terms Call 5..4{02 MILES EAST OF Highway 94 we have
Janet Kunich, Manager, Route 2 41 ON FAXON ROAD 1,
TFC
NEW TRUCK Load; carpet sale; 4766,Paducah,Ky.
Bynum Construction
J31C 41 a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame on 20 acres of land.
Ky.
Princeton,
136A
Box
shag,
Heavy
Carry.
Cash &
41 Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.
commercial type, hi-density 1971 RCA COLOR console TV, DALE BYNUM - BOB GRACE
POSITION
MANAGEMENT
back, plush, indoor-outdoor; remote control. Call 753-9054. A2P
available in West Kentucky for a 41 NICE BRICK HOME ON 4 ACRES at Junction of 280 and 614
prices start $2.50 square yard, up
Masonry Contractors
with
DRAPERIES
OF
PAIR
man who is ambitious and self + near lake. Has 3 bedrooms, farniily room, and kitchen
higher.
none
yard,
to 83.95 square
PHONE 753-8368 or 492-8186 starter, and good starting salary, 41 combination. Nice outside storage building. People are
Pick anything in house, while it matching sheer and gold traverse
with insurance program, and a 41 moving to town, must sell. Price $23,500.00.
lasts Also vinyl cushion floor at rod, fits 108 inch window, beige,
Bethel Road - Murray, Ky. bonus program. See Curt
$1.99 per sq. yd. Low overhead; $35. Phone 753-7481 after 5:00
A2C
Ragland between 2 and 5 p.m. at 4 REAL FINE DUPLEX ON DODSON Ave. Has 3 bedrooms on
buying. Paschall p.m.
Volume
the Burger Chef, 1304 West Main, 41 ea
Discount House, Hazel, Kenforchnisce
tec.arpet. Nice lot hod the owner will sell or trade
ideho
NOTICE OF SALE
Murray,Ky.
J31C 4i
J3ONC BY OWNER,white frame duplex
tucky, 492-9733.
house in good condition, has Pursuant to an execution of the
copper plumbing. Located on Calloway Quarterly Court of WANTED EXPERIENCED 41 AT 815 SHA WA CIRCLE, 3 bedrooms, large living room,
THAILAND BRONZE ware, 144 Olive, excellent income property, James H. Wiggins vs. Cyrene reliable driver to drive family 41
base board heat and central air. Hall and bedrooms carpc., service for 12, teak wood both apartments rented and Williams, there will be sold at car to Charleston, S.C. all ex2 baths, garage. On nice lot. $24,300.00.
Peted,
purcase,
wood
handles, teak
furnished, 811500. Interested call Public Auction on Saturday, penses paid. Phone 753-3943. J30C
Call
8300.00.
41
chased in Thailand,
A2C August 7, 1971, at I o'clock p.m.
753-3143.
THE CALIIJWAY County Board
J31P
753-8512 after 8 p.m.
(CDT)on the car lot of Sanders & of Education is taking ap- 41
COMPLETE QUEEN size bed, Purdom to satisfy a judgement in
41
IT's inexpensive to clean rugs only two months old, came new in the amount of $500 plus costs the plications for a janitor at the
Lynn Grove School. Anyone in- 41
and upholstery with Blue Lustre. a trailer. Phone 753-6270.
following:
terested may get an application
Rent new electric shampooer
1 Studebaker in fair condition blank at the Board's office, 200 41
of
Home
Auto,
LOST & FOUND
WOO. Western
41
model)
and
1935
if the South 6th Street, Murray,
(about
J31C
"The Wishing Well".
sufficient:
not
foregoing
1
4
J31C
Ky.
LOST:BLONDE, female terrier.
1 - 1964 Chevrolet pickup truck
of
name
the
to
answers
She
good
1
4
very
dryer,
GAS
NORGE
Terms of Sale:
Cash.
WANT TO BUY
condition. Phone 436-5400. J31P Princess. Last seen in the Harris Possession will be given at sale.
,Grove Community. If any inWANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
Clyde Steele, Sheriff
J30C
G.E. AUTOMATIC washer, formation call 435-5470.
pick-up truck. Low Mileage in
Calloway County
practically new, $100. Call 753J23-30-A6 good condition. Phone 753-6030
J30C LOST: WHITE cat with black
5823.
after 5:00p.m.
TFNC 4'
spots, lost in vicinity of N. 7th.
LEASE
FOR RENT OR
4WANTED: REAR end for a one
USED AIR-CONDMONER one Reward offered. Call 753J30C
year old, good condition Phone 7640.
RENT OR LEASE, 1200 sq. ft rim truck- Phone 7534311. .130C 41
A2C
437-4604.
office or business space, will
LOST: WOMAN'S NAVY Billfold divide and decorate to suit '.ANT TO BUY; logs and
GREEN BEANS for canning or near West Main Street. Im- tenant, ample parking, located in standing timber. Also have for
freezing. $3.00 per bushel. Bring portant papers inside. If found Marshall County Branch Bank mile lumber and sawdust.
containers and pick your own. please call Pat at 753-9427. Building at Ken-Bar Resort,'Murray Saw MW and Lumber
TFC
TFNC Reward offered
TFNC
MC Co. Phone 753-4147.
Phone 753-7739.
362-1321

r UNWANTED HAIR
DESTROYED FOREVER.

1

Judy Powell

11

41

1

*

+
+

SOUTH OF LYNN GROVE,a nice frame home on 15 acres of
carport. A really good buy at $12,500.
be
land. Two bedrooms,

19'
jii.

ON HWY. 94 WEST. 29 acres and nice two bedroom, and
bath, frame house. Garage and fireplace.
FOUR MILES WEST OF MURRAY just
m,
783
NcLoo
oybedr
hwa
d. Tw
lanhig
can be bought with from 1 to 50 acres ofeff
frame house with bath and electric heat.

.
4
'
*

41
41
+
4

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center

*.
4-

For More Information on the Following Listings
Call 753-7724

4.3

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FRIDAY-JULY 30, 1971.

41

41

+

+

41

1611 KIRKWOOD IS A LOVELY BRICK HOME with three
bedroom's, two baths, all built-ins, central heat and air, with
garage. $25,500.
LARGE SWIMMING POOL AND FENCED yard with this
three bedroom modern brick home. All built-ins at 1705
College Farm Rd. $24,000.

Ill
41
*
lib
li.
di

IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, three bedroom, ts.4.0 bath
brick home. Fireplace, built-ins, central heat and air. Potobie
garage and newly decorated, carpeted. $25,000.

13.
liP
*
4 ACRES WITH NICE BRICK three bedroom home. Built-in II*
range, modern and in good condition on Pottertown Rd. near +
Lake. $23,500.
4-

BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
home with central heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
at 1509 Sycamore. $24,000.
DELUXE HOME AT 1708 MAGNOLIA. Three bedroom,
2tiled baths. Large family room with
1
central heat and air. 2/
brick fireplace, patio. All built-ins. Double carport. Truly a
fine home at $34,750.
2story four bedroom
/
OVER HALF ACRE LOT WITH THIS 11
brick home,carport. Electric heat, fireplace. Large modern
kitchen and family room. A bargain at $15,000.

1,
4.
4.
4.
1
1.
1i•
1*
13'
11'
*
4*

BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY HOME on highway near Panoi:dma
shores. Two bedroom brick home with lit baths, Fa eplace,
built-ins, double carport. A small frame guest house or 5 4.
acres. All for $39,000.
*
GANTERBURY ESTATES, NEARLY NEW two story four
bedroom brick with mother-in-law apartment built in, two
baths. Central heat and air, and all built-ins. Double garage
$36,000.
WELL LOCATED OLDER HOME on deep shady lot at 1309
Poplar with full basement. Four bedroom's, 1½baths,
fireplace, near schools. $17,000.

+

II*
I}
li.
ii.

tj.
*
ONE MILE SOUTH ON 121. Nice two bedroom frame home 11.
on large lot, city water. Sheet rock interior, fireplace and 11°
11.
1
1.
S1TWC°I.STORY HOME ON DUDLEY DRIVE. Four
"
gar ellY
LD:
bedroom's and 3 baths. Double garage, fireplace, patio. ii.
Eleven closets, all built-ins. Central air and heat. You should *
just see inside this home. $43,000.
}).
*
ON 121 WEST,1.4 ACRES and three bedroom,two bath home
with a furnished garage apartment included Concrete WA *
stock barn and other outbuildings. Fireplace and basement.
II.
Transferrable loan, garage. $32,750.
i
l.
106 ACRES ON CHERRY CORNER-near Concord Road, a 41
.
1
good fence and barn. $23,500.
1,
40 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom frame home
II'
about 1 mile West of Hazel on good gravel road. $24,500.
*
30 ACRES AND LOVELY BRICK HOME on 641 North near
46
Dexter. Family room, garage and nice basement.
4.
A FINE 26 ACRE TRACT is waiting for some one. Four miles *
from Murray on Penny Road. 18.5 acres tenable, 7.5 acres II'
wooded,all fenced with well and lovely building site. Priced li`
at only $12,600.
gi.
HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at gi.
822,500 at 1702 College Farm Road. This house is completely *
redecorated on the inside with fenced in backyard, m ) t see ii.
this house to appreciate.
1.3AT 1218 DOGWOOD IS ONE OF THE FINER hk .s In
Murray. A dream. Five bedrooms, brick veneer, all built-ins
on a beautiful shady lot, Quality plus stands out. $52,500.

I*
ti•
ii.

LOOKING FOR A LOVELY THREE bedroom brick veneer
house with a 20 x 40 swimming pool? STOP LOOKING-SEE
1305 Kirkwood. Central air, all built-ins and in a wonderful
location. Best part-only $26,300.

}"
4.

HERE IS SOME FINE INVEOTMENT PROPERTY for
$47,000. 1311 West Main has 9 apartments,6 in rear and 3 in
front and all rented for the Fall semester. All apartments are
furnished.
LYNN GROVE, A 3 BEDROOM, and family room brick on
about 1 acre lot. Carpet, 11.2 baths, city water, carport. Five
Miles west of city limits on West Fork Road. Nearly new
brick veneer on it acre lot. Three bedroom and two baths. All
built-ins, on paved road. $26,500.
NICE FRAME HOME,three bedrooms. Newly carpeted and
modernized dinning room. Lots of storage space. $12,500.
1611 KIRKWOOD IS A FINE ADDRESS. Here is a lovely
tral heat and air on
three bedroom brick veneer with central
large lot with single car garage, all built-ins and priced
right-925,500.

Guy Spann Realty

+
tiIi•
44ii.
II°
I*
11.
11*
11.
lip

3.
4:
I
I.
4*
111
'
ii-

.

Member of Multiple Listings
4
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
41
41
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
41
Prentice Dunn._- 753-5725
+ Louise Baker - 753-2409
+
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 7513:8961
+
- 753-2761
Glen Wilcox
+
+

*

4.
ef.
+
+
+
4$
la
*
4-
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Outdoor Lore

Funeral Is Today
For Ray Munday

Astronauts...
(Castbraed from Page 1)

Good Newi Gourmets!

Soon There'll Be "New Kind" of Mushroom

his landing site.
In all, the astronauts plan
Funeral services for Ray P. "We've all got our eyes three moon walk-drives totaling
Munday, Murray business man, closed," said Irwin. "We're 20 hours -more than the total
By JAMES 141V1P1 MILLER
are being held today at three p.m. pulling our feet up."
time logged by the first six
Central Press dssocuaton
at the chapel of the J. H. Chur- "I'll tell you this, it's moon explorers combined.
Correspondent
chill Funeral Home with Dr. absolutely mind-boggling up Saturday they will drive a
— Kennett
PHILADELPHIA
ofJr.,
Dodson,
Samuel R.
here," said the usually laconic special moon buggy along the Square, a pretty suburb, claims
ficiating.
Hadley
named
gorge
voice
Scott, his
quavering with rim of the
to be the "mushroom capital of
Serving as pallbearers are emotion at his first closeup look Rine, proceed to the western the United States". And deSr.,
Stalls,
Buel
Sledd,
I.
Harry
at the moon.
edge of the Apennines and servedly so because it serves
Joe Pat Ward, Raymond Tidwell, Scott, the veteran comman- search St. George crater for as headquarters for our government's Eastern Utilization
(Red) Willoughby, Jack der of the $445-million expedi- ancient lunar samples.
By Nevyie Shackelford • University et Kentucky College of Agriculture A. P.
Laboratory, a vital segment of
Shroat, Paul Rogers, and Z. .C. tion, and spaceflying rookie
Scott and Irwin the Agricultural Research SerSunday,
Old in legend. folktale, and
On
about 20 species of scorpions Enix.
to
an
break
along
prepared
drive
away
Irwin
vice
plan to
in) al. the scorpion is found in
Burial will be in the Murray from the command ship Endea- interesting cluster of craters here in the United States, some
The laboratory is renowned
warm climates in most parts of
arrangements
the
with
Cemetery
in
vour, swoop within only 4,000 making stops along the way - for dozens of improvements in
of which are right here
Funeral
Churchill
the world. It is a repulsive and
H.
J.
feet of the Apennines, and land to the Apennine front once the techniques of grov- ng
Kentucky. They live in rock- by the
Home.
ferocious-looking critter that
at 6:15 pin. EDT between the again, traveling west to a mushrooms, dehydrating and
piles, around old logs, and
pre-cooking them, and improvMunday, age 71, formerly with mountains and a gorge 1,000
belongs to the same class as
depression called Front Crater. ing their flavor, appearance and
places
among debris in waste
the Murray Machine and Tool feet deep.
six
be
will
they
spiders. mites. and ticks. It can
point,
that
At
keeping qualities.
and are more active at night, Company, died Thursday at
-the
Falcon
Worden settled down in miles from
be just as mean as it looks and
Its honored "first lady of
when they emerge to forage for seven a.m. at the Murray- Endeavour for a record six farthest anyone has been from
mushroom culture" is Mrs.
dangerous. too. In the tip of its
He
Hospital.
County
bugs
Calloway
large
food in the form of
days of orbital moon mapping his lunar shelter.
Florence Talley who has devellong abdomen it carries a stingwas a member of the First United which he thinks will produce
and spiders.
The final excursion is planned oped a revolutionary method
er shaped like a reap hook
Methodist Church, Veterans of data just as significant to
Appearing somewhat like a
for Monday. This time, the for drying and storing mushForeign Wars, American Legion, scientists as what his colfrom which can flow a poisona
and
astronauts will study Hadley rooms. Now thoroughly tested,
crab
a
cross between
and soon expected in supermarand the Woodmen of the World. leagues collect on the surface.
ous fluid that, while not
Rifle in more detail, trying to kets and grocery stores in the
crawdad. the scorpion's body is
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Endavour became the first
usually fatal to man, can be
see how it was formed.
form of delicious Sew foods, the
in two parts--a short heavy Myra Munday, 300 North 8th manned deep space
observatory They also will sample the method is being hailed by manexceedingly painful.
Mrs.
daughter,
with
equipped
Murray;
thorax
Street,
head and
night when
the rock of the Marsh of Decay on ufacturers of dry mushroom
Thursday
According to Greek my tha set of pinchers and a long Ronald (Susan) Yarno of astronauts began operating a which they will have landed, soups, salads and sauces as
ology, it was the scorpion that slender stinger-tipped tail. Hazelwood, Mo.; son,Gordon Lee
817 million array of instruments
head north to a set of hills -probably the most important
Munday of San Francisco, Calif.; from the ship. One was a laser and
killed the handsome hunter.
advance in our field of the past
scuttles
it
that may be ancient volcanoes. 10 years."
When disturbed,
In a government test kitchen a taste panelist accepts a mushfive sisters, Mrs. Vida C,opple of
Orion. It was also the scorpion
first
the
use
-the
leave
of a Scott and Irwin will
• • •
room sample from Mrs. Florence Talley, food technologist.
across the landscape with its Centralia, Ill., Mrs. Ruth Stilley, altimeter
of
horses
the
that frightened
in lunar orbit.
moon Monday afternoon and
elevated and poised for a Mrs. Amos Wood, Mrs. Gracey laser
tail
as
described
In recent weeks two food
OFFICIALLY
trients, flavor and appearance.
the sun when Apollo permitted
But the elaborate orbital spend another two days in orbit
air-dried," the method results in
as Griffin, and Mrs. Blanche experiment brought up a new
swift
be
as
process elimi- manufacturers gave thorough
can
Talley
that
new
The
strike
the
out
carrying
Worden,
with
his son, Phaethon, to dnve
a product "vastly better than nates the need of blanching. In- taste-testing to the mushrooms
Goodin, all of Benton, Ill.;
that of a rattlesnake.
most extensive orbital investi- the standard freeze-dried mush- stead, "the mushrooms tire air-dried by the Talley process.
them across the sky.
Munday of problem.
S.
Acllai
brother,
This story, as told by one
Because the spacecraft has to gation of the moon ever room now commercially pre dipped in a chlorine solution to They were found to be "superFlorida; six grandchildren; one
keep the instruments pointed at attempted.
duced, and very tasty but ex- kill micro-organisms, then cut ior to imported air-dried mushwho was the target of such a
great grandchild.
the moon, it stays in relatively Apollo 15 will leave lunar pensive."
up and treated with sulfite. The !Joms in flavor, color and texstrike, gives an idea ofjust how
of dehydrat- mushroom pieces, utilized in ture." And they were rated
methods
and
Better
Thus
position.
it
same
Wednesday
next
the
orbit
painful it can be. While out in
in all respects to mushwarmed up faster in the sun return to a Pacific Ocear ing and preserving mushrooms huge quantities by food manu- "equal
an old pasture field turning
"quickie"-food facturers for soup and sauce rooms freeze-dried in the conthe
to
vital
are
7.
than previous Apollos. But splashdown Aug.
Industry because the fresh making, are then dried with ventional way, which cost twice
over stones in search of
Flight Director Milton Windier
The
mushroom, an important part hot air, first at a low tempera- as much to produce."
From
bait,
the
crickets for fish
said it cooled off when it went
Furthermore, when the Talof many dry soup, sauce and ture, then at an increased heat."
victim, then a young boy, in•
•
•
ley-type mushrooms were herout of the sun behind the moon
•• •
salad mixes, is highly perishable. It must be 'either eaten or
and the heating was not a
advertently put his hand too
BEST RESULTS are obtained metically sealed in packages
(Continued from Page 1)
processed within five days 'after when mushrooms are firm and "they were successfully stored
said
He
problem.
significant
International
scorpion
a
to
hiding
Press
close
By United
harvesting or it loses flavor, full-bodied and develop what for seven months while retainSPACE CENTER, Houston- ground controllers were watch- 24.
which immediately lathed out
Entomologists say there are
looks and body for proper cook- growers refer to as "first ing the desired flavor and
of
three
idled
has
The strike
R. ing it closely.
ing and serving purposes.
and stung him on the Apollo 15 astronaut David
breaks." A break, the sudden color."
"We're getting beautiful the six major transcontinental
Scott, orbiting the moon:
In the near future the rusw
Air-dried mushrooms have appearance on the body of nuforefinger.
"This is absolutely mind- data," ground communicator routes-the UP from Omaha to been on the market for some merous ridges or "clumps", oc- kind of air - dried mushroops
At first, according to the
New
from
SP
the
astronomerAngeles,
Los
Karl G. Henize, an
years. However, up to now they curs four or five times during are expected to find their
boggling up here."
victim's account, the pain was
Orleans to California and the have been unsatisfactory in a two- to three-month period into many delicious manufacastronaut, told the crewmen.
ma- tured food products such as deFederal State Market News like that of a wasp sting. Then
WASHINGTON-Rep. F. Ed- To reach the northern landing Santa Fe from Chicago to color, shape and taste because after the mushrooms are
they are blanched before proc- ture for picking. Late breaks hydrated soups, instant gravies
Service July 30, 1971
it mounted in intensity until ward Hebert, before beginning site, the ship was traveling at a California.
essing, in order to inactivate tend to produce mushrooms and quickie casseroles, giving
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
seemed on fire. talks with Senate delegation to steeper angle to the lunar California has been particu- the enzymes. Blanching reduces that when processed turn too the industry new markets, and
arm
whole
his
Market Report Includes 10
equator than previous Apollos. larly hard hit by the strike. the food solids by up to 20 per dark to be commercially ac- the housewife tasty new foods
law:
The finger and hand swelled to revive a draft
Buying Stations
for her table.
we can finally work This took Apollo 15 over terrain Only one rail line is left running cent, causing serious loss of nu- ceptable.
hope
"I
Receipts: Act. 1741 Est. 1900 double normal size, and the something out."
far to the north and south of in the state-the Western
Barrows and Gilts 75c lower Sows terrible misery lasted for nearly
more familiar territory.
Pacific, which runs east from
steady to %
12 hours before gradually subApollo 15 dived to an orbit
WASHINGTON-Sen. William
Lake
US 14 200-230 lbs. 819.50-20.00; siding away. A small sore Proxmire, an opponent of the ranging from 10.5 to 67 miles San Francisco to Salt
agriculture
US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 819.2549.50; developed at the site of the plan to guarantee $250 million high at 6:14 p.m. Thursday, City. The California
Industry said it was losing up to
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 818.7549.25;
and today--after nearly In loans for Lockheed Aircraft after two loops of the moon in a $5 million a day because it
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 8181548.75; sting,
path
low
That
higher orbit.
could not get its crops to
40 years-a small scar remains Corp.:
Sows
"When the bill is revealed for saved Falcon valuable fuel for market at harvest time. Many
YORK (UPI)-Any
NEW
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 814.7545.25; as a reminder of the painful what it is, they can't get the the final descent.
of
that might have
threat
enthusiasm
the
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